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Abstract
Torsion free modules play a central role in the classification of simple modules of 
finite dimensional Lie algebras having finite dimensional weight spaces. We generalize 
the classification problem to find all torsion free modules of non-twisted affine Lie 
algebras with finite dimensional weight spaces. Britten, Lemire, and Zorzitto solved 
the degree 1 case in [BLZ]. In this thesis, we extend the work of [BLZ] and show that 
all torsion free A^-modules of degree 2 can be realized as modified Chari-Pressley 
modules.
iii
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1 Introduction
Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra over the complex numbers C with a 
Cartan subalgebra 1) and let V  be a finite dimensional g-module. By Weyl’s Theo­
rem, V  is completely reducible, so the classification of finite dimensional modules for 
simple finite dimensional Lie algebras is reduced to the classification of simple finite 
dimensional modules. In a now classical result available in any standard text such as 
[H], every simple finite dimensional g-module is a dominant integral highest weight 
module and every dominant integral highest weight A determines an isomorphism 
class of such modules. The classification problem is more involved if V  is infinite di­
mensional. It was originally thought that all simple g-modules were weight modules, 
as is the case when V  is finite dimensional. However, in [L], Lemire constructs an in­
finite dimensional Ai-module that is not a weight module with respect to any Cartan 
subalgebra. Moreover, Lemire also shows that if V  is a simple infinite dimensional 
weight module admitting a finite dimensional weight space, then all weight spaces of 
V  must be finite dimensional. With this result, the focus shifts to classifying simple 
infinite dimensional g-modules with a finite dimensional weight space.
In a series of papers [BL1]-[BL3], Britten and Lemire investigate An-modules 
admitting a 1-dimensional weight space. Suren Fernando, in [F], reduces the problem 
of classifying simple modules with a finite dimensional weight space to the problem 
of classifying simple torsion free modules with a finite dimensional weight space. 
Moreover, Fernando shows that simple torsion free modules occur only for the algebras 
A n and Cn. Using Fernando’s results, Britten and Lemire classify all simple infinite 
dimensional modules with a 1-dimensional weight space in [BL4]. Further results 
based on Fernando follow in [BL5],[BL6] by Britten and Lemire, [BHL] by Britten, 
Hooper, and Lemire, [BFL] by Britten, Futorny, and Lemire, and [BBL] by Benkart, 
Britten, and Lemire. Finally, in [M], Mathieu classifies all simple torsion free modules 
with finite dimensional weight spaces. When combined with the results of Fernando, 
the work of Mathieu effectively solves the problem of classifying all simple weight 
modules admitting a finite dimensional weight space.
A natural generalization of this problem is to replace g with an infinite dimensional 
Lie algebra called an affine Lie algebra. Some progress has been made in the study 
of weight modules of non-twisted affine Lie algebras g admitting a finite dimensional 
weight space. On one hand, Chari, in [C], and Chari and Pressley, in [CPI] and 
[CP2], classify integrable g-modules. On the other hand, in [BLZ], Britten, Lemire, 
and Zorzitto, mindful of Fernando’s work in the finite dimensional Lie algebra case,
1
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classify torsion free g-modules with a 1-dimensional weight space. Moreover, they
show that such modules occur only for the algebras and Cn \  Extending the
second result from [BLZ], Britten and Lemire in [BL] prove that a torsion free g-
module with a finite dimensional weight space must have level 0 and that torsion free
g-modules with a finite dimensional weight space occur only for the algebras An'1 and 
/^(i)
L 'n  .
In this thesis, we investigate infinite dimensional g-modules with finite dimensional 
weight spaces by examining simple torsion free A^-modules having a 2-dimensional 
weight space. We answer the question of existence of a simple torsion free A^-m odule 
with a 2-dimensional weight space in Section 4.2. Interestingly, the construction of 
this module is a modification of the construction of integrable modules studied by 
Chari and Pressley in [CPI]. In order to further examine our problem, we require 
some additional tools.
For any simple finite dimensional Lie algebra 9 , L(g) =  g (8) C [t,t_1] is the loop 
algebra of g. If P  is any polynomial with non-zero constant term, then L(g)(P) =  
(g <8> C[t, t _1])/(g <8> (P)), where (P) denotes ideal in C[t, t -1] generated by P, is 
a quotient algebra of L(q). In [R], given a simple L(g)(P)-module V, Rao gives a 
construction of a level 0 g-module L(V). Moreover, given any simple level 0 g-module 
V, V  is isomorphic to a submodule of L(V) where V  is a simple L(g)(P)-module for 
some choice of P. If P  has distinct roots, then Remark 5.2.3 of this thesis shows 
that the Rao construction is equivalent to the modified Chari-Pressley construction. 
If P  has multiple roots, then after a further reduction, it is sufficient to consider 
Zf(fl)((t — a)n+1)-modules where a G <C is non-zero and n > 1.
Continuing with our problem, we let Ln = L(A i)((t — a)n+1) for non-zero a G C 
and n >  1. In Section 6 , we examine simple L„-modules with a 2-dimensional weight 
space and prove that if V  is such an L„-module, then no A^-submodule of L(V) 
created by Rao’s construction may be torsion free. We conclude that the only possible 
torsion free A^-modules having a 2-dimensional weight space are constructed using 
the modified Chari-Pressley construction applied to the tensor product of a simple 
infinite dimensional torsion free A^-module admitting a finite dimensional weight 
space with a simple finite dimensional A^-module. With this result, we formulate 
the following conjecture.
C on jectu re . Let V be a simple infinite dimensional torsion free An-module with a 
finite dimensional weight space and let V \ b e  simple finite dimensional A n- 
modules. The only simple torsion free An^-modules admitting an m-dimensional 
weight space are those modules L (V  <g> Vi <g> • • • <g) 14) created using the modified Chari-
2
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Pressley construction.
2 General Notions
2.1 A ssociative and Lie Algebras
We begin by introducing the concepts of associative algebras and Lie algebras. Al­
though algebras may be defined over any field, we will restrict our attention to algebras 
over the complex numbers C throughout this thesis.
D efin ition  2 .1 .1 . Let (R, +) be a vector space over C with an associative and left 
and right distributive multiplication *. I f  R  has the property that for any x ,y  £ R, 
a £ C,
a(x *y) = (ax) * y =  x  * (ay),
then we say (R, + , *), or simply R, is an associa tive algebra over C. We say R  is 
u n ita l if  R  contains 1.
Observe that if R  is a unital associative algebra, then for all a; £ A and a £ C we 
have a * x  =  ax.
A subspace S  of an associative algebra R  is called a subalgebra, denoted S  < R, 
if x * y £ S  whenever x ,y  £ S. A subalgebra S  of an associative algebra R  is called a 
left ideal of R  provided x * y  £ S  whenever x  £ R  and y £ S'. A right ideal is defined 
similarly. If S  is both a left and right ideal, then S  is defined to be tw o-sided, or 
simply an ideal, denoted S  < R. Any associative algebra, subalgebra, or ideal with 
the property that x  * y = y * x for all x, y is called abelian.
For any associative algebras (R, + , *), (R', +', *'), the map <j) : R  —► R' is a ho­
momorphism provided <p is linear and <p(x * y) = <j>(x) *' (p(y) for all x, y £ R. 
If (f> is bijective, then we say <j> is an isomorphism. The kernel of <f> is the ideal 
{x £ R  | <f>(x) =  0}.
The basic reference for Lie algebra theory in this thesis is Introduction to Lie 
Algebras and Representation Theory by James E. Humphries, hereafter referred to as 
[H],
D efinition  2 .1 .2 . A L ie  algebra is a vector space g over C with a binary operation 
g x g —> g called the Lie bracket that satisfies:
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1. For any a, b £ C, and any x, y, z £ g,
[ax + by, z] =  a[x, z] +  b[y, z]; [z, ax + by\ = a[z, x] +  b[z, y\.
2. For all x  £ 0 ,
[x, x] =  0.
3. The Jacobi id en tity : for all x ,y ,z  £ g,
[[x, y], z] +  [[y, z], x] +  [[z , x],y] = 0.
Notice that Properties 1 and 2 imply anticom mutativity: for all x ,y  £ g,
[x, y] = ~[y,x}.
If g is a Lie algebra and [x, y] =  0 for all x, y £ g, then we say g is abelian. A 
subspace S  of a Lie algebra g is called a subalgebra, denoted S  <  g, if [x, y] £ S  
whenever x, y £ S. A subalgebra /  of a Lie algebra g is an ideal of g, denoted I  <  g, 
provided [x, y] E I  whenever x £ g and y £ I. If g ^  (0) is non-abelian and has no 
ideals except itself and (0), then g is simple. The ideal 3 =  {x £ g|[x, g] = 0 for all 
g £ g} is called the center of g. If H  is any subset of g, then the centralizer of H  
in g is the subalgebra C (H ) = {x £ g | [fi, x] =  Ofor all h £ H}.
Remark 2.1.3. An associative algebra (R , + , *) may be transformed into a Lie alge­
bra (R~, +, [■, •]) by replacing its product with the commutator product [-, •] as follows:
1. R  = R~ as vector spaces, and
2. [x,y] = x *y — y * x  for all x, y £ R.
Let V  be a finite dimensional vector space over C and let R  = End(P) be the 
associative algebra of linear maps on V. Then gi(V) = R~ as described above is 
a Lie algebra. Naturally, the algebra of n x n matrices over C form a Lie algebra 
in this manner. We denote this Lie algebra by g£(n, C). Of primary importance to 
us is a simple subalgebra of gt(n, C). For notational convenience, we describe our 
subalgebra as a subalgebra of g£(n + 1, C).
Example 2.1.4. Define A n = s£(n + 1,C) =  {X £ g£(n + 1,C) | trX  = 0}. Then A n 
is the simple Lie algebra which we refer to as the Lie algebra o f(n + 1) x (n+1) traceless 
matrices over C. As we shall see in the next section, A\ occurs as a subalgebra of
4
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every non-zero semisimple (defined below) finite dimensional Lie algabra. Thus, it is 
important to describe A\ in detail. Fix a basis of A x as follows:
We observe that this basis satisfies the following equations:
[H,X] = 2X- [H,Y) = -2 Y - [X,Y] = H.
E xam ple 2.1.5. Fix a positive integer n and let S  =  ^  ^  . Define Cn =
sp(2n, C) =  { X  e  g£(2n, C) | S X  =  —X T5}. Then Cn is a simple Lie algebra and 
is referred to as the sym plec tic  algebra.
D efin ition  2.1.6. The derived  ser ies  of ideals, g(°\ g ^ , ... o/g is defined as follows:
g(0) =  g, g(1) =  [g, g],...,g(fc) =  [ĝ fc_1), g(fc_1)]. An ideal I  of g is defined to be solvable
if  there exists an n > 0 such that =  (0). We say g is solvable if  g is solvable as 
an ideal.
An important result regarding solvable Lie algebras is eponymously named L ie’s 
Theorem .
T heorem  2.1.7. Let V be a non-zero finite dimensional vector space and let gl(V) 
denote the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of V. I f  g is a solvable Lie subalgebra of 
gl{V), then V  contains a common eigenvector for all endomorphisms of g.
Proof. See ([H],15). □
P ro p o sitio n  2.1.8. Let g be a Lie algebra. Then:
(a) I f  g is solvable, then so are all subalgebras and homomorphic images of g.
(b) I f  I  is a solvable ideal of g such that g /I  is solvable, then g itself is solvable.
(c) I f  I, J  are solvable ideals of g, then so is I  + J.
Proof. See ( [H] ,11). □
If g is finite dimensional, then part (c) of the Proposition tells us of the existence 
of a maximal solvable ideal in g. This maximal solvable ideal is called the rad ical 
of g, denoted Rad(g). If Rad(g) =  0, then we say g is sem isim ple. If g is simple,
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it has no ideals except 0 and itself and it is not solvable, hence g is automatically 
semisimple.
General A ssum ption. From here on, g denotes a finite dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebra and £  denotes an arbitrary Lie algebra over C.
Theorem  2.1.9. Let g be semisimple. Then there exist ideals g i,g 2 , which are 
simple as Lie algebras such that g =  gi ® ... © gt. Every simple ideal of g coincides 
with one of the g,.
Proof. See ([H],23) □
For any Lie algebras £, £ ', the map 4>: £  —»■ £ ' is a Lie algebra hom omorphism  
provided <p is linear and <t>([x, y}) = [4>(x), (j)(y)] for all x, y E £ . If $ is bijective, then 
4> is an isomorphism. The kernel of <j> is the ideal ker <f> = {x E £\4>{x) =  0}.
As with other algebraic structures, there are the standard Isomorphism Theorems 
for Lie algebras.
Theorem  2.1.10. (a) I f  <f): £  —> £ ' is a Lie algebra homomorphism, then
£/ker<j) ~  im<f>
where im (j) =  {<p(x) \ x E  £}.
(b) I f  I, J  are ideals of £ , then ( / +  J ) /J  ~  1/(1  fl J).
2.2 Structure Theory
In this section, we briefly outline the structure theory of finite dimensional simple 
Lie algebras. Of great importance to the study of this structure is the adjoint map 
adx : £  —> £  which is defined for each x E £  according to adx(y) = [x, y\ for all y E  £.
Definition 2.2.1. For any finite dimensional Lie algebra £  we define the K illing  
fo rm  on £  to be the map k : £  x £  —» C given by
k (x , y )  =  tr/adx o adf) for all x ,y  E  £ .
6
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It is easy to check that k(-, •) is bilinear and symmetric. «(-, •) is associative in 
the sense that for all x ,y ,z  6 £ ,
«([*.y].*) =  «(*» [*/>*])»
which follows immediately from the properties of trace.
Definition 2.2.2. A symmetric bilinear form (3 : C x £  —> C is called nondegen­
erate i f  its radical S is 0, where S  = {.x e  C \ (3(x, y) =  0 for all y G £}.
Since the Killing form is associative, its radical is not just a subspace but an ideal 
of fl.
Theorem  2.2.3. Let C be a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Then C is semisimple if  
and only if its Killing form is nondegenerate.
Proof. See ([H],25). □
Definition 2.2.4. A Cartan subalgebra t) of g is a maximal subalgebra of Q such 
that adx is diagonalizable for every x  € f).
Remark 2.2.5. In general, a Cartan subalgebra I) of a Lie algebra 0  is not defined 
this way. However, due to our assumption that 0  is semisimple, we may use Corollary 
in ([H],80) as our definition.
Exam ple 2.2.6. Let { X ,Y ,H }  be a basis of A\ as described above. It is clear from  
the equations given earlier that adu acts diagonally on A\ and one can show that 
I) — CH — C(2?n — E 22) is a Cartan subalgebra of A \. More generally, the Cartan 
subalgebra of A n is simply the subalgebra of diagonal (n + 1) x (n + 1) traceless matrices.
Proposition 2.2.7. The restriction of k  tot) is nondegenerate.
Proof. See ([H],37). □
We can use the nondegeneracy of k  when restricted to t )  to define a positive definite 
symmetric bilinear form on I)*. For any a  € f)*, let € f) be the unique element such 
that a(h) = K(ta, h) for all h E t ) .  Then for any a, (3 € f)*, define
(a, {3) = K{ta,tg).
For a proof of positive definite, see ([H],38).
7
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D efinition 2.2.8. Fix a Cartan subalgebra f) of g and let t f  denote the dual space of 
[). For any non-zero a £ i)*, let 0Q =  {a: G g|[/i, x] = a(h)x for all h € f)}. I f  ga ^  0 
then we say a is a root of g and in this case ga is called a root space of g.
Denote the set of roots of g by A. If a  is a root, we say x £ ga is a root elem ent. 
For a semisimple Lie algebra g, a root space decom position always exists:
g =  l ) e ® g a -
a€A
The following proposition summarizes some properties of roots and root spaces. 
Proposition 2.2.9. Fix a Cartan subalgebra t) of g. Then:
1. A  spans f)*.
2. I f  a  £ A and 0 ^  xQ £ ga then there exists ya £ g_Q such that xa,y a,h a =  
[xa, ya] span a three dimensional subalgebra of g isomorphic to A\ =sl(2, C).
3. I f  a  £ A , then dim ga =  1. In this case gQ =  C X a and we say X a is a root 
element.
4■ I f  a £ A , then the only scalar multiples of a that are roots are
5. I f  a ,0 ,a  + (3 £ A , then [ga, ĝ ] =  gQ+/3.
6. I f  a, P £ A , then P(ha) £ Z.
7. I f  a , /3 £ A  and r,q £ Z>o are the largest integers such that f3 — ra, /3 + qa £ A , 
then (3 + ia £ A  for all —r < i < q and we say that {fi + ia  \ —r < i < 
q andfi +  ia  £ A} is the a-root string through 0.
Proof See ([H], 37 - 39). □
D efinition 2.2.10. We call A++ =  {ai, . . . , a : n }  a base of A provided:
1. A++ is a basis ofi)*;
2. Each root 0  can be written as 0  =  $3"_i wit/i kt £ Z>o for all i or ki £ Z<o 
for all i.
The question of existence of a base of roots of g is answered by the following 
theorem.
8
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T h eo rem  2.2.11. Let A  be a set of roots associated with the semisimple Lie algebra 
g. Then A has a base.
Proof. See ([H] ,48-49). □
W ith this result we may partition the roots of g.
D efin ition  2.2.12. / / A++ =  ( a i , ..., a n} is a base for the roots of g, then the 
elements of A++ are defined to be s im ple  roots. The positive  roots of g are given 
by
n
A+ =  {a G A | a  = ^  kiCcj whereki G Z>o andai G A++},
i=1
and the negative roots are given by
n
A~  =  { a S A  | a  =  ^  kiCii where ki G Z<o andai G A ++}.
2=1
The integral root lattice is defined to be Q =  (XnLi ki&i I <+ £ A ++ andki G Z}.
E xam ple 2.2.13. The description of the roots of A n is easily handled using the pro­
jection maps. Recall that the Cartan subalgebra f) of A n is the subalgebra of diagonal 
(n +  1) x (n +  1) traceless matrices. Define the projection maps
ei : f) -> C by e ^ i f ) )  =  bn.
Now, the simple roots of An are A++ =  {«i =  e\ — e2, a 2 = e2 — e^ ,..., an = en — en+i}. 
The positive roots are given by A+ =  {c^ +  a i+i +  • • • +  aj \ 1 < i < j  < n}. The 
negative roots are given by A~ =  { —/3 \ (3 G A+}. The root element corresponding to 
(3 = ai +  • • • +  aj is Ey, the matrix having all zero entries except the (i , j ) position 
in which there is a 1. In the special case where n =  1, A+ =  A ++ =  {a =  e\ — e2} 
and the root space decomposition of A\ is given by
Ai — C (En  ~ E 22) +  C E12 +  CE21.
We shall denote E i2 by X , E21 by Y , and E n  — E 22 by H.
Given A, the set of roots of g, and A++, a base of A, we may give a basis of g.
D efinition 2.2.14. Let A be the set of roots of g and let A ++ =  {ax,..., a n} be a 
base for A . Then the set
{xa,h Qi | a  G A, G A ++)
9
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is called a C heva lley  basis of g provided:
2. I f  a, (3, a  + (3 G A and [xa , xp] =  capxa+p, then cap = —c_a _/?. 
P ro p o sitio n  2.2.15. A Chevalley basis exists for any g.
Proof. See ([H], p. 146). □
2.3 T he U niversal Enveloping Algebra
In this section, we will define and construct the Universal Enveloping Algebra for an 
arbitrary Lie algebra C. This algebra is a fundamental tool used to study represen­
tations of Lie algebras.
D efin ition  2.3.1. A pair (U,i) consisting of a unital associative algebra U = U(£) 
and a linear map i : C —> U such that
*([&.»]) =  *0»0*(y) ~  *(!/)*(*)
is a u n iversa l enveloping  algebra of £  if  and only if  for each unital associative 
algebra R  and Lie algebra homomorphism p  : £  —> R~~ there exists a unique associa­
tive algebra homomorphism dp : U —» R  sending 1 to 1 such that <j> o i — p. In other 
words, the following diagram commutes:
In the case of the universal enveloping algebra U, we will denote the associative 
algebra U and the Lie algebra U~ both with the symbol U, depending on the context. 
Now we construct the universal enveloping algebra. This construction depends on the 
n-fold tensor product of £  with itself. We begin with a brief description of the tensor 
product of two vector spaces over C.
D efinition  2.3.2. Let V  and W  be vector spaces over C with bases B y  = {^i | i G 1} 
and Bw  =  {wj \ j  G J} respectively. Then the te n so r  product V® W  is the vector
U
10
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space with basis {vi ® W j \ i € l , j € J }  where
(Y .  aiVi) ® w  = ai(vi ® w) and
i€l iel
V® ( Y  biw^  = S  bi(v ® wi)
jeJ jeJ
for all v € V and w € W .
From these two equations it follows that for any v, v' E V, w, w' € W  and a, a1 G C 
we have the following:
(av + a'v') ® w = a(v ® w) + a'(v' ® w) and; 
v 0  (aw +  a'w') =  a(v ® w) 4- a'(v ® w').
For any Lie algebra £, let T  denote the tensor algebra of £  - that is,
T  =  C © £  © (£  ® £) © (£ ® £  ® £ ) ©• • •
with the formal associative product
(£i <g> ■ • ■ <S> Xk)(yi ® • • ■ ® V m ) =  <8> ' ' ' ® Xk <8> 2/1 ® • ’ • <8> Dm-
Let I  be the ideal in the associative algebra T  generated by
{x  <g> y -  y <g> x  -  [x, y\ \ x, y e  £}.
Then U = T / I  is the universal enveloping algebra of £.
To see that (U,i) is the universal enveloping algebra of £, notice that the maps
i : £  —> U, i(x) =  x + /;
: £  —> f t ;
(p:U  R, (p(xx ® • • • <g> +  / )  =  <p(xi) • • • <p(xn)
satisfy the definition. To see uniqueness, suppose (B , j ) is another universal envelop­
ing algebra. Then we have homomorphisms ip : U —* B  and (p : B  —> U such that
(poj — i and ip oi = j .  By definition, there is a unique map 6 such that the following
11
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diagram commutes:
C - ^ U  •
e 
U
However, both 1 u and (fioip make the diagram commute, so 0o-0 =  lu- Similarly, 
we have ip o<p = \ B and thus U ~  B.
For convenience, the coset xi <8> ■ • ■ <8> Xk + I  € U is denoted x\ ■ • ■ Xk- A basis 
for U is determined by a basis of £, as given by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) 
Theorem.
Theorem  2.3.3. (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt) Let {xi, x2, £3,...} be an ordered basis of 
C. Then a basis for U is given by
{x’f 'x ^ x ™ 3... | m, G Z>0 and all but a finite number ofm iS are zero}.
Proof. For the case when £  is finite dimensional, see ([H], 92-94). For the case when 
£  is infinite dimensional, see ([W], 8). □
Before closing our discussion of the universal enveloping algebra, we note that the 
Cartan subalgebra I) of g acts diagonally on U according to the following decomposi­
tion:
veQ
where Q is the integral weight lattice and Uv = {x  G U \ [h , x] =  i](h)x for all h G f)} 
for some 1] E Q. We observe that if 77, £ G Q, then UVU  ̂ C Uv+^. In particular, Uo is 
a subalgebra of U. In fact, it is the centralizer of f) in U.
2.4 M odules and Representations
In this section, we outline some basic concepts in representation theory. In representa­
tion theory, we realize the properties of abstract Lie algebras as linear transformations 
of vector spaces. Not only does this give us a more concrete understanding of the Lie 
algebra in question, it also reduces many problems to problems in linear algebra.
Definition 2.4.1. Let £  be a Lie algebra, V  be a vector space, and t v  : £  —> g£(V) be 
a Lie algebra homomorphism. Then (zr, V) is a rep resen ta tio n  of £  and V  is the 
rep resen ta tio n  space of ( t v ,  V).
12
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Let £  be a Lie algebra, U be the universal enveloping algebra of £  and (w, V) 
be a representation of £. By the definition of the universal enveloping algebra there
exists a unique associative algebra homomorphism tt such that the following diagram 
commutes:
In fact, 5r is given by 7r(xix2 ■ ■ ■ xn) = 7r(x1)7r(x2) ■ • • 7r(x„). Prom this we see 
that the representation (7r, V) of £  produces a representation (ir, V) of its associative 
universal enveloping algebra. In this sense, we may consider a representation of £  as 
a representation of U and vice versa.
Alternatively, we may describe the relationship between a vector space and a Lie 
algebra in terms of modules.
D efin ition  2.4.2. Let £  be a Lie algebra and let V  be a vector space endowed with 
an operation £  x V V mapping (x , v) t—> x  ■ v. Then V is a £-module provided:
for all x, y £ £ , v, w £ W, a, b £ C.
Remark 2.4.3. I f  (7r, V) is a representation of £ , then V  can be viewed as a £ -  
module by setting x ■ v =  ir(x)(v) for all x £ £ ,v  £ V . Conversely, every £-module 
V defines a representation (n ,V ). Consequently, we may alternate between the two 
concepts as the need arises. Unless otherwise specified, we will work with modules for 
the remainder of this thesis.
We may combine modules in various ways to get new modules. If A  and B  
are £ —modules, then C =  A  © B  is also a £ —module by defining the action as 
x ■ (a, b) = (x • a, x  ■ b) for all x £ £ , a £ A, b £ B, and we say C  is the direct sum  of 
A  and B. If instead we have C  =  A <g>B and define x-(a® b) — (x-a)<g>b + a® (x-b )  
for all x £ £ , a £ A, b £ B, then we say C is the tensor product of A  and B. If A  
and B  are U(£)-modules, then the action of U(£) on A  <g> B  extends the actions of
£  lE n d ( V ) .
U
(ax +  by) ■ v — a(x • v ) +  b(y ■ v); 
x ■ (av +  bw) =  a(x • v) +  b(x ■ w)]
[x, y\ ■ v =  x ■ (y ■ v) -  y ■ (x • v)
13
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C on A  <g) B. In particular, if x ,y  £ C, then xy  G U(C) and
{xy) ■ {a <g> b) = x  ■ (y ■ (a ® b))
= x -(y -a (g )b  + a<g)y-b)
= x -  y- a® b + y- a ® x - b  + x-  a ® y - b  + a ® x - y - b .
Let V  be an £-module. If W  is a subspace of V  and x ■ w G W  for all x  G C 
and all w G W,  then W  is subm odule  of V,  denoted W  < V.  If V  has no proper 
submodules, then V  is said to be simple. V  is reducib le  if V  can be expressed as 
a direct sum of two proper submodules. V  is com pletely  reducib le  provided for 
every submodule W  of V  there exists a submodule W ' of V  such that V  =  W  © W '.
R em ark  2.4.4. When dealing with representations, we use the term irreducible, 
instead of simple, to mean a representation that has no non-trivial subrepresenta­
tions. However, due to the correspondence between representations and modules, it is 
common to find references to irreducible modules in the literature.
Lem m a 2.4.5. I f V  is a C-module and Vk < V  is a simple submodule for k =  1,..., n 
such that V  =  J2k=i ^  ^ en ^  =  © ie i f or some I  =  {*i; •••» ip} Q {b w}-
Proof. Let /  =  {z'i,.., ip} C {1,..., n} be a maximal set with the condition
Vj fl Vi is a submodule oiV  for j  ^  I.
i€l
Suppose i0 ^  I. Since Vio is simple, either Vio c  ® i€/ V, or Vio n  ® i€/ V, = (0). But if 
Ko n © ,e/ Vt =  (0), then {io}U/ satisfies the condition, contradicting the maximality 
of I. Therefore Vio C ® i6/ Vu and hence V = ® i6/ V",. □
Lem m a 2.4.6 (Schur’s Lemma). I f  (n, V) is an irreducible representation of q, then 
for any (j) G g£(V) such that [(j), 7r(x)] =  0 for all x G g, <p is a multiple of the identity 
on V.
Proof. See ([H], 26). □
Analogous to the concept of roots of an algebra is the concept of weights of a 
module.
D efin ition  2.4.7. Let 1) be a Cartan subalgebra of g and let V  be a g-module. For 
any A G fj*, we say V\ =  {v G V \ h • v — X(h)v for allh G f)} is a w eight space of 
V  and X is a w eight of V provided V\ /  (0).
14
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We say V is an ((-weight g-module if V is a g—module such that v  = ©asu* Vx 
where each V\ is a weight space with respect to fj.
Proposition 2.4.8. / / V =  0 Aef). V\ is an ij-weight g-module and W  is a submodule, 
then:
1. W  is an t)-weight g-module.
2. V /W  is an t)-weight g-module.
Proof. 1. We claim W  =  © Aef). {W  H Va). Certainly the sum is direct and contained 
in W . Thus, it suffices to show that if w G W  is a sum w =  Vj where v, G V \t , 
then V i , . . . , V k  €  W . Let w G W  and suppose to the contrary that there exists a 
minimal index m  such that w =  vi where v, G Vxt but Vi £ W  for i =  1 , m. 
Certainly m  > 1. Select h G f) such that Xm(h) ^  Am_ i(h). Then
m  m
h- w = h- Vi =  Xi(h)vi. 
i=1 i=l
Since W  is a submodule,
m —1
w' = h -w  -  Xm(h)w = ^ ( A j (h) — Xm(h))vi G W.
i=i
But w' ^  0 and is a sum of less than m ViS such that each Vi £ W . This contradicts 
the minimality of m, hence W  =  0 Ael).(W  n 1/A) as claimed.
2. Define a module map <f> : V  V /W  by <p(v) = v + W . Then the restriction 
of 4> to Vx is a linear map whose kernel is V\ n W . Then K  = ker <p =  0 A€f). (V a D W ). 
Then
V /W  ~  V /K  =  ® ( V A +  K ) /K  = ©  VA/(VA f lK)  =  ©  VA/(VA n  W ).
AS I)* Asl)* Asl)*
□
Definition 2.4.9. I f  V  is a weight g-module and there exists a vector v+ G Va such 
that gQv+ = 0 for all a  G A+, then v+ is called a m a x im a l vec tor of weight X. I f  
V  =  Uv+ for some maximal vector v+ G V, then we say V  is a s ta n d a rd  cyclic  
module of weight X and X is the h ighest w eight of V. Equivalently, we say V  is a
h ighest w eight m odule. The concepts of minimal vector, lowest weight and lowest
weight module are defined analogously.
15
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D efinition 2.4.10. Let V be an f)-weight g-module. We say V  is torsion  free
provided every root element acts injectively on V.
Lemma 2.4.11. Let V be a g-module and let V' =  X̂ Aefj* Then
1. For any root a of g and any weight A of V,  gQ maps V\ into V\+a.
2. V' =  *s direct and V' is a submodule of V.
3. I f  dim V  < oo, then V  =  V '.
4■ I f V  is a simple g-module having at least one non-zero weight space, then V  =  
V '.
Proof. 1, 2, 3. See ([H],107).
4. Since V  has at least one non-zero weight space, V' is non-zero. By 2), V' is a
submodule of V , and since V  is simple, V  =  V'. □
Remark 2.4.12. I fV  is a torsion free g-module with finite dimensional weight spaces, 
then for each A G f)‘ , dim xaV\ < dim V\+a for all root elements xa. Thus, i f V  is a 
simple torsion free module with a weight space V\, then
where Q is the integral root lattice and dim V\ — dim V\+q for all q E  Q.
Definition 2.4.13. Let V  be a torsion free g-module with weights given by X + Q = 
{A +  q | q € Q}. Then the common dimension of the weight spaces is called the 
degree of the module.
3 Affine Lie Algebras
Affine Lie algebras are an infinite dimensional generalization of the semisimple finite 
dimensional Lie algebras we have already seen. Simple finite dimensional Lie algebras 
and Affine Lie algebras are special cases of the more general Kac-Moody Lie algebras 
whose construction is determined by a generalized Cartan matrix. A brief outline of 
this construction for a specific algebra will follow. There are two types of affine Lie 
algebras: twisted and non-twisted, but in this thesis we shall restrict our attention to 
the non-twisted affine Lie algebra.
16
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The main reference for affine Lie algebra theory in this thesis is Infinite Dimen­
sional Lie Algebras by Victor G. Kac, hereafter referred to as [K].
3.1 Basic Definitions
In this section, we give a precise construction of the non-twisted affine Lie algebras.
Definition 3.1.1. Let g be a simple Lie algebra. Let C[t, t_1] denote the space of 
Laurent polynomials over C. Then L(g) =  g 0  C[f, t~l] denotes the loop algebra of 
0 . This is a Lie algebra with commutator product [x ® tn, y 0  tm] =  [x, y] 0  tn+m.
Definition 3.1.2. Let g be a simple Lie algebra. Define the element c by [x,c] =  0
for all x  € g. Define a map d : L(g) —» L(g) by
[d, x <8>tk] = k(x  0  tk) and [d, c] =  0.
We construct the non-twisted affine Lie algebra g by first setting
g = L(g) 0  Cc ® Cd
and extending the Lie bracket as follows:
[x 0  tm +  ac +  fid, y 0  tn +  Ac +  pd]
= [x, y] 0  tn+m +  /3n(y 0  tn) -  pm (x  0  tm) + mSm - n(x\y)c
where (-|-) is a symmetric, bilinear form, m ,n  € Z, and a, (3, X ,p  G C.
Remark 3.1.3. An alternative notation for the non-twisted affine Lie algebra g con­
structed from g is g ^ . We will use this notation when referring to specific algebras, 
such as , the affinization of A \ .
If f) is the Cartan subalgebra of g, then the Cartan subalgebra of g is given by
1) =  1) 0  1 © Cc © Cd.
We can extend any p G f)* to an element of f)* by setting 77(c) =  77(d) =  0. We also 
define a linear functional 6 on t) by setting S |^+Cc=  0 and 5(d) =  1. The concept of 
extending an element of [)* to an element of fj* and the definition of 5 will be used in 
connection with roots of g and weights of an g-module.
17
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The roots and root spaces of g are defined as in the finite dimensional case but
take on a more complicated form. Let A denote the set of roots of g. If x  G Qa for
some a  G A, then
[/i<8> 1, x  <g> tk] = [h, k](g)tk =  a(h)x  <8> tk\
[d, x  ® ffc] =  kx <S> tk;
[c, x <g> tk] — 0
for all h G f) and for all k G Z. Thus
fla+M = 9a ® tk
is a root space of g and a + k d  is a root of g for all a  G A and all k  G Z. If h G f) 
and 0 7̂  k  E  Z, then
[/i' <g> 1, h <S> tk] =  0;
[d, h ® tk] = kh  <2>
[c, h ® tfe] =  0
for all h' G f). Thus
9kS =  ® tk
is a root space of g and M is a root of g. Therefore the set of roots for the affine Lie 
algebra g is given by
A =  {n5 +  a | n e Z , a e A } U  {nS \ n G Z\{0}}.
Definition 3.1.4. Let g be a simple Lie algebra with set of roots A and let A denote 
the set of roots of g. I f  (3 G A is of the form (3 — a  + k5 for some a  G A and some 
k G Z then we call (3 a real root. We denote the collection of real roots by Are. I f  
(3 is a real root and x € g^, then x is a real root element. I f  f3 is of the form k5 
for some 0 ^  k G Z, then (3 is an im aginary root. We denote the collection of 
imaginary roots by A*m.
We note that the definitions in Section 2.3 regarding universal enveloping algebras 
carry over to the affine case immediately.
18
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Example 3.1.5. Recall that Ai — spanc { X , H, Y } and that the Cartan subalgebra of 
Ai is f) = CH. Then
= L (A {)® C c® C d
=  spanc{X ® tn,Y  ® tn,H  ® tn | n  G Z} © Cc © Cd.
The Cartan subalgebra of A ^  is f) =  (H  ® 1) © Cc © Cd. The real root elements of 
A ^  are {X ® tn,Y  ® tn | n G Z} and the imaginary root elements are {H  ® tn \ n  G 
Z \{0 }} .
3.2 An A bstract Presentation of
In this section we give an outline of the general construction of a Kac-Moody algebra 
starting from a generalized Cartan matrix. We then briefly relate this to the precise 
definition of the non-twisted affine Lie algebra A ^  given in the previous section. We 
shall follow Kac’s procedure with a slight variation so that our construction lines up 
with that of Humphreys for finite dimensional algebras. It starts with the generalized 
Cartan matrix.
Definition 3.2.1. A generalized Cartan m atrix A is an n x n matrix of rank I 
satisfying the conditions:
1. fljj =  2 ,
2. aij G Z<o for i ^  j ,  and
3. a{j =  0 <=> djj =  0.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the generalized Cartan matrix A 
has the form
A =  \ Bl Bl
B3 f?4
where the left principal submatrix Bi is I  x £ of rank £, since this amounts to rear­
ranging the indices. Now,
'  B 1 b 2  0
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has determinant equal to ±  det B\ ^  0 and so the columns of C  are linearly indepen­
dent. It is this matrix C that is used in building the “realization” of A.






a n a i 2
A =
- 2  2 «21 a22







the first n  coordinate maps on Tt 
{ai, a 2 | ai : C3 — > C given by a ^ x u x2, x3) =  x{} 
aq , . . . ,  a^the first n columns of the matrix C
2 - 2  0
=  the first 2 columns of the matrix C —
=  K  =  (2, - 2, 0), <£ =  ( - 2, 2, 1)}
- 2  2 1
0 1 0
We observe that IIv C  H = C3. II is called the set of simple roots and Q = 52”=1 Zo, 
is the integral root lattice. Also, we observe that the Cartan matrix is given by 
A  =  (< aj, a j  >) where < a*, a j  > =  a i(a j) .
Kac goes on to construct a Lie algebra from the realization of A  when A  is n x n 
as follows.
Let g(A) be the Lie algebra generated by e i , . . . ,  e„, / i , . . . ,  /„, h i , . . . ,  hn where 
h i , . . . ,  hn is a basis for H  such that the following relations hold:
[eii fj] =  $ija i
[h,h'} =  0 (V h ,t ie H )
[h,ei] = OLi{h)ei 
[h,fi] =  -oti(h)fi
Denote by U+ (resp. UJ) the subalgebra of g(A) generated by e i , . . . , e n (resp.
/ i ,  • • ■ , / n ) -
20
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Theorem  3.2.2. (a) g(A) =  (/_ ®TL © U+
(b) U+ (resp. U -) is freely generated by ei , . . . ,  en (resp. / i , . . . ,  f n)-
(c) With respect to Tt, g(A) has a root space decomposition
9(A) =  @  9-a © "H @  ga■
where Q+ =  Xa=i h a  with ki € Z>0 and g$ =  {x E g(A) \ [h, x] =  /3(h)x}.
(d) There is a unique maximal ideal I  of g(A) which intersects Tt trivially and it has 
the property that I  =  (J fl f/_) © ( /  fl U+).
Proof. See ([K],3). □
The Kac-Moody Lie algebra determined by generalized Cartan matrix A  is the 
quotient algebra g (A) — g (A )/I  where I  is the maximal ideal of part (d) of the 
Theorem.
Now, we want to see how this construction is related to the precise construction 
of given at the begining of this section. The generalized Cartan matrix
’ 2 - 2  " 
9 9 produces C =
' 2  - 2  0 ' 
- 2  2 1
—z z
0 1 0 .
In this case, the generators of g(A) are ei, e2, f i ,  fa along with a basis for Tt taken to 
be
h  =  a f  =  (2, —2, 0), 
h2 = a f  + c% = (0, 0, 1), 
ha = (0, 1, 0).
We claim that we can define a Lie algebra homomorphism (  from g(A) onto (Ai <g>c 
C [t-\t} )  © (Cc) © (Cd) by mapping the generators as follows:
ei 1—> X  <8> 1 
f i  Y  0  1 
e2 I—► Y  ® t
fa 1—► X  ® t *
hi =  a (  =  (2, —2,0) 1—> H  <%> 1
ha =  a f  +  a f  =  (0, 0, 1) I-* c
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h3 = (0, 1, 0) •-» d
We need to show that the relations
[eii/j] =  ^ija i
[h,h'} = o (Wi, h' e  fj)
[h,ei] = cti(h)ei 
[KM  = ~ati(h)fi
defining g(A) are satisfied by their images in We can show this by computing 
the required entries in the following two multiplication tables.
ei e2 f i /2 h h2 ^3
ei * * <*? 0 * * *
e2 * * 0 a2 * * *
f i * * * * * * *
f2 * * * * * * *
hi 2ei —2e2 - 2/ i 2 /2 0 0 0
h2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h3 0 e2 0 - h 0 0 0
X ® 1 Y  ® t Y  ® 1 x ® t ~ 1 H ®  1 c d
X  ® 1 * * H ®  1 0 * * *
F ®  t * * 0 - H  ® 1 +  c * * *
Y  ® 1 * * * * * * *
x ^ t - 1 * * * * * * *
H ®  1 2X ® 1 2 Y  ®t - 2 Y ® 1 2 X ® f -1 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 - Y  ®t 0 - X  ®t -1 0 0 0
One easily sees that £ maps the non-star entries of the first table to the non-star 
entries of the second table once it is observed that a$  =  h2 — h2 ^  c — H  ® 1.
Since X  ® 1, Y  ® t, Y  ® 1, X  ® t~ l , H  ® Y,c, d, generate , (  is surjective. Since 
has only the ideals 0, Cc, the kernel of C is a maximal ideal I  with the property
22
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that I fl 7i  =  {0}. Thus, we have
g ( A ) = g { A ) / I ~ A £ \
3.2.1 The W eyl Group
For finite dimensional simple Lie algebras the Weyl group is defined as the group 
generated by the reflections 77 , . . . , rn on fj*, the dual space of fj,
: lj* —  lj*,
through the hyperplane perpendicular to the simple roots ati,. . .  ,a n as given by
/ \ 2(7 , a 4)
n i v  = 7 -  , x on.(Ck*, QJj)
Exam ple 3.2.3. For the simple roots of An, it is easy to see that
a* + aj i f  j  = i ±  1 
ri(aj ) = { - a i i f  i = j  
j otherwise
and i f  we write the simple roots in the e-basis, then one finds that the action of r, 
amounts to applying the transposition (i, i +  1) to the subscripts o f the e ’s. From this, 
we see that the Weyl group of A n is isomorphic to the permutation group Sn on the 
set {1, . . . ,  n}. In particular, it is a finite group.
The Cartan matrix of a finite dimensional simple algebra is defined to be tha t 
n x n matrix whose ( i , j )—entry is < «*, a.3 > =
Example 3.2.4. In the case of the simple roots,
{ai = t\ — t 2 ,- • ■ ,a n = en — en+i} 
of A n, these entries are easily computed as
< ai,a 3 > =  ^  ■ £j+i ’£l 6i+l) =  <
(fi ^i+l)
- 1  i f  j  = i ±  1 
2 i f  i = j  
0 otherwise
23
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Thus, the Cartan matrix of An is
2 - 1 0  . . .  0
- 1  2 - 1  i
A =  0 •• 0
: ••. - 1  2 - 1
0 . . .  0 - 1 2
We should notice that since A  is of full rank A = C. I f  we take aJ  to be the j  
column of C and a t to be the ith coordinate map then A = C = (<  a i . a j  >) where 
< oti, otj >= a ,(a j) . It is clear that linearity and the entries of the Cartan matrix 
determine the reflection ri since
t h
r j { a t i )  =  o n —  <  a t i ,  <*j  >  a j -
For infinite dimensional Kac-Moody algebras, the Weyl group is generated by the 
reflections r,- : TL* — > H* for j  = 1, . . . ,  n defined by linearity and
r j (ot i )  =  a t i -  <  OLi,otyj  >  a j .
Exam ple 3.2.5. The Weyl group of A ^  is determined by
A  =
2 - 2
- 2  2
Using the the coordinate maps a\, a^, 03 for our basis of TL*, we can compute the 
matrix representation [r^ for r\ and r2 as follows:
r i(<*i) =  »i — 2cii =  —cti
^1(0:2) =  a2 + 2a1
r  1 ( 0 : 3 )  =  Of3  -  O o i  =  a 3
r2 (a i) — ot\ + 2a2
r2 {a 2 ) — a 2 — 2a2 = —a 2
^2(0:3) =  a 3 -  l a 2
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and so
N  =
The product of these is
'  - 1 2 0 ‘ ‘  1 0 o '
0 1 0 N  = 2 - 1  - 1
0 0 1 _ 0 0  1
' - 1  2 o '





1O <M1CO1 - 2
- 1 - 1 — 2 - 1 - 1
0 1 1 O O 1
The Jordan canonical form of T  is
JCF(T) =
1 1 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1
= I  + N
where I  is the 3 x 3  idenity matrix and N 3 =  0 ^  N 2. Thus, since these matrices 
commute we have that
( i + N r = " £ m  \ T m(m — 1)I IV =  /  +  m N  + — ---- J- N 2.
i = 0
From this, we see that T  =  [7~i] [7*2] does not have finite order and hence the Weyl 
group of is infinite.
3.2.2 R eal an d  Im ag inary  R oots
In a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra each root is the image of some simple root 
under the action of some element in the Weyl group. For simple infinite dimensional 
Kac-Moody algebras this is not the case.
Although we have defined real and imaginary roots already, the more formal defi­
nition is now given.
D efin ition  3.2.6. Let W  denote the Weyl group o /g . A root a  £ A  is called rea l 
if there is some w £ W  such that w(a) £ A++. Any root which is not real is called 
im aginary .
E xam ple 3.2.7. Here we consider these definitions in the case. Set 5 = a i  + 0:2
25
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and notice that
n  (5) =  n  (cni +  a 2) = r x (a i) +  n  (a2)
=  a i — < a i, 0% > a i  +  a 2— < a 2, > ai = 6
r2(5) =  5— < a f  +  a f ,  a 2 > a 2 =  5
and so 6 is an imaginary root as is kS for all nonzero integers k.
We claim that {if*! +  k6 \ for all k G Z} is the set of real roots of A ^ .  We
notice that ± a 2 +  k6 =  ^Fai +  (k ±  1)5. Certainly, ±c*i and ± a 2 are real. Assume
first that k > 0 and that each of the roots ±cti, ± a i  +  6 , . . . ,  ± a 2 +  (k — 1)5 and
± a 2, ± a 2 +  6 , . . . ,  ±c*2  + (k — 1)5 are real.
We apply 7*1 and r2 respectively to obtain:
ri(oti + k5) = — a i +  k8 = a 2 +  (k — 1)5
r 2(a2 +  kS) = — c*i +  kS =  +  (k — 1)5
which are real. This proves that +  kS and a 2 +  kS are real roots when k > 0. The
case when k < 0 is handled in a similar fashion.
The root element X  ® t k belongs to root oti + k5 while Y  ® t k belongs to root 
—a i +  k6 and so the real root elements of axe X  ® tk, Y  <g> for all fc e Z . The
root element H ® tk for each 0 /  k G Z belongs to root kS and so it is an imaginary
root element.
3.3 M odules of N on-Tw isted Affine Lie Algebras
For the most part, definitions and results in Section 2.4 regarding modules carry over 
to the affine case immediately as well. There are some exceptions that take into 
account the different types of roots found in a non-twisted affine Lie algebra. In 
addition, there are some concepts that do not have a finite dimensional counterpart.
To begin, notice that we may extend a weight A of the g-module V  to a weight 
of the g-module L(V) =  C[t, f-1] by setting A(d) = A(c) — 0. Define 5 : f) —> C 
by 6(d) =  1 and 5 |(,®iecc= 0. Then the weights of an g-module V  are of the form 
aA +  (36 for some a ,(3 £ C .
The next two lemmas illustrate the relationship between weight spaces and simple 
C/o-modules.
26
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Lem ma 3.3.1. Let U = U(g) be the universal enveloping algebra of g. I f  V is a 
simple if-weight g-module then each weight space Vp is a simple Uq =  Uo(g)-module.
Proof. Let Q denote the integral root lattice of g. Decompose U = Yi,£Q ^  ^  *s 
a simple f)-weight g-module, then V  =  © A€ai+q ^  f°r some weight p.. In general we 
have U^V\ C V^+A. Since V  is simple, V  =  UV\ — (Y^eQ  Hence U^V\ =  V\+^
and in particular UqV\ = V\. Therefore V\ is a C/o-module. For any 0 ^  v G V\ we 
have U^v fl V\ — {0} for ip ^  0, hence
Uv n V\ = U qv n V\.
Since V  is simple, Uv = V, so we must have V\ = Uq v . Thus V\ is simple as a 
t/0-module. □
Lemma 3.3.2. I f W  is a simple Uq — Uo(g)-module such that every h G if acts as 
A(h) G C, then there coasts a simple [j-weight g-module V such that V\ ~  W  as Uq- 
modules. In addition, if Vi and are simple if-weight U =  U (fg)-modules such that 
for some weight i/j, (Vi)^ ~  (Vf)^ as Uo-modules, then V\ ~  V-i as U-modules.
Proof. First we observe that since IF is a simple //0-module and every h G f) is in the 
center of Uq, h acts as a scalar on W  by Schur’s Lemma 2.4.6. Next, simplicity of 
W  also tells us that W  — U0w for 0 ^  w E W  and that the map <p : Uq —■► W  given 
by tp(u) = uw is an onto [/0-m°dule homomorphism. Clearly ker </? =Ann(/0ie, so by 
Theorem 2.1.10 (a), W  ~  U0/Annu0w.
Now simplicity of W  implies that A  =Annu0w is a maximal left ideal of Uq. We 
also notice that I  = U  A  is a left ideal of Uq such that I  C \U q = A. If we set
J  = { I  | I  is a left ideal o ft/ such that I  fl Uq =  A},
then M  = Y i e i  I  a maximal left ideal of U  such that M  fl Uq = A. Since ev­
ery h e  if acts as a scalar on W, h — A(h) G ker <p = A  for some weight A, hence 
if -  X(h) G M.
Let Q denote the root lattice of g. Recall that under the ad action we can de­
compose U into U = Yr,eQ hence every m  G M  can be written as m =  Y[=k um 
where uVi G UVi. We claim that M  = Yt]£q(M nU^). It suffices to show that um G M  
for each i G Z. Suppose m  can be written with the fewest non-zero terms uVi such
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that um £ M. Certainly there must be more than one term. Now for any h £ t),
(h — A (h))m = hm — \(h )m
— [h , m] + m(h — A (h))
i
= ^2(ViUm) + m(fj -  A(h)) £ M
i = k
I
=> € m .
i = k
Then for all j  = rrij =  r)jm — ^  M. But each rrij has fewer
non-zero terms than m, contradicting the minimality of m. Therefore uVi £ M  for 
every i =  k , I .
Now
U /M  =  U J  J ^ ( u v n  M )  ~  n  M )-
r)€<3 T/6 Q V&Q
For any u0 € Uq and h £ f),
/l(-Uo +  Uq l~l A f)  =  (/l • Uq) +  Uq (~l M  =  A(/l)Uo +  Uq f~l M .
Then the A weight space of U /M  is
{U/M)X = Uq/ (M  n  Uq) = Uq/ A  ~  W.
Finally, the map <f> : U —+ V  given by <fi(u) = uw for the non-zero w £ W  chosen 
above is a 17-module homomorphism and <j> it/0=  ‘f-  Since V  is a simple 17-module, (j) 
is onto and K  =  ker (j> is a maximal left ideal of U such that K  f l  U q =  A. Therefore 
K  =  M  and hence by Theorem 2.1.10 (a), V  ~  U /K  = U/M.
The second statement now follows. □
D efinition  3.3.3. I f  V is a g-module and there exists a vector v+ £ V\ such that
  — T~C~*~
0af  =  0 for all a £ A  , then v+ is called a maximal vector of weight A. I f  V  = 
U(g)w+ for some maximal weight vector v+ of weight X, then V  is a highest weight 
module and X is a highest weight. The definitions for minimal vector, lowest 
weight, and lowest weight module are similarly adjusted by restricting our interest to 
real roots ofg.
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D efin ition  3.3.4. Let V be an f)-weight Q-module. We say V is a torsion  free
module provided every real root element acts injeetively on V.
Torsion free modules of affine Lie algebras with a 1-dimensional weight space have 
already been classified.
T h eo rem  3.3.5. The only affine Lie algebras having torsion free modules with a 
1 -dimensional weight space are An^ and Cn^.
Proof. See [BLZ]. □
An example of the BLZ module construction for is given in a later section.
D efin ition  3.3.6. A simple non-twisted affine Lie algebra module V  is said to have 
level I provided the central element c acts as scalar multiplication by £.
T heorem  3.3.7. I f V  is a simple weight module for a non-twisted affine Lie algebra 
over C such that the dimensions of the weight spaces are bounded and the central 
element c acts as a scalar I, then i  =  0.
Proof. See [BL]. □
R em ark  3.3.8. I f  V  is a simple torsion free weight module for a non-twisted Lie 
algebra with a finite dimensional weight space, then Theorem 3.3.7 says that V  must 
have level 0. To see this, we note that since V  is simple, Schur’s Lemma 2.4.6 implies 
that the central element c must act as a scalar. Since V is torsion free with a finite 
dimensional weight space, all weight spaces of V  are finite dimensional, so Theorem 
3.3.7 applies.
4 The Modified Chari-Pressley Module Construc­
tion
In [CP], given a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra g, a class of simple g-modules 
with finite dimensional weight spaces in which the centre acts trivially is constructed. 
In this section we modify the construction to produce examples of simple torsion free 
g-modules with finite dimensional weight spaces.
D efin ition  4.0.9. Let 61; fe2, bk be distinct non-zero complex numbers and W (Ai),..., 
be simple g modules for a simple Lie algebra g with highest weights A*,. Let W  =
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<8>f=1W(Aj). By the Chari-Pressley construction we mean creating the g-module 
L(W )  =  W  <S> <C[f, f-1] by linearity and
(X  ® tn) • (wi <g»... ® Wk ® £m) =  ^  ® ••• ® • Wj) ® ... (g> Wf. <® fm+n)
j
d • (wi <g>... ® Wfc ® fm) =  (m +  ® ... ® re* ® fm)
c  • (u>i <8>.. .  ®Wk<S> tm) =  0 .
where X  G g, n, m  G Z, and a  G C.
We may alter the highest weight condition on the simple g-modules W(Ai),..., W(Afc) 
and create the g-module L(W )  as above. We refer to this as the modified Chari- 
Pressley construction.
4.1 Sim ple torsion free A ^-M odules of D egree 1
Following [BLZ], we construct all simple torsion free .A^-modules of degree 1 from 
a simple torsion free degree 1 .^-module. Let g =  A\ =  spanC{ X ,Y ,H } .  Let 
Xi,X2 be commuting indeterminants and select a i ,a 2 G <C\Z. Let V (ai, a2) =  
spanc {a;“1+A:a;22_fc | k G Z}.
Now g£(n +  1, C) can be realized as a Lie algebra of partial differential operators
a
dx-iby identifying Eij = for 1 < i, j  < n  +  1. Then
d d d d
\E{j) E}*}\ SjkEu SnEjej — §jk,%i &il%k = j Qx ^
In particular, we can define an ^-m odule  action on V(ai, 02) as follows:
X  = x ^  y  = x2-L\ H = x 1^ 7 - x2^• d x i ' 9x2
Let v(k) = x ? +kx?~ k. Then:
X  ■ v(k) =  (a2 — k)v(k 4- 1); 
Y  ■ v(k) =  (ai +  k)v{k — 1); 
H ■ v{k) — (ai — a2 +  2k)v(k)
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It is easy to see that F (a i ,a 2) has 1-dimensional weight spaces
V(a i, <1 2 )\ k =  Cv(k) for each k G Z
where A*. =  ai — 02 +  2k.
Elementary calculations show that V(ai, 02) is a simple torsion free /11-module of 
degree 1.
We use this module to construct simple torsion free A^-modules of degree 1. Let 
b e  C \  Z and define an .A^-module action on L(V(ai, 02)) =  F (a i, a2) 0  C[t, f-1] as 
follows:
(Z  0  tn) • (v 0  tm) =  bn(Z  • v) 0  tn+m; 
d • (v 0  tn) = (n +  a)v  0 f"; 
c - ( t ;0 f )  =  O
for all Z  e  A x ,n ,m  e  Z, v e  ^ ( 01, 02).
Let v(k, n ) =  z?1+fcr “2~fc 0  tn. Then:
(X 0  tm) • v(k, n) =  6m(a2 — +  1, n +  m);
(F  0  tm) • n) =  6m(ai +  fc)u(/i: — 1, n +  m);
(1/  0  tm) ■ v(A;, n) =  6m(ai — a2 +  2k)v(k, n +  m); 
d • n) =  (n +  a)v(k, n).
P ro p o sitio n  4.1.1. L (F(ai, 02)) is an A^-module with 1-dimensional weight spaces.
Proof. To see that this is indeed a module, we first note that the two linearity con­
ditions are clearly satisfied, so we need only show that the commutator product is 
preserved. We compute:
(X  0  tmi) • (V 0  tm2) • v(k, n) -  (Y  0  tm2) • (X 0  tmi) • v(fc, n)
=  (X 0  tmi) • bm2(ai +  — l ,n  +  m2) — (V 0 11112) • bmi(o2 — +  1, n +  mi)
=  bmi {0,2 — k + l)i>m2 (ai +  k)v(k, n  +  mj +  m2)
-  f>m2 (ai +  A: +  l )6mi (a2 — k)v(k , n +  mi +  m2)
_  _  02 _|_ 2k)v(k, n +  mi +  m2)
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=  (H  ® tmi+m2) • v(k, n)
= [ X ® tm\ Y ® t m2]-v(k,n)-
(H  ® tm') ■ {X  ® r 2) • v(k, n) -  (X  ® im2) ■ (H ® tmi) ■ v(k, n)
= (H ®  tmi) ■ bm2(a2 -  k)v(k + 1, n + m 2) -  (X  ® fm2) • 6mi(ai -  a2 +  2k)v(k, n +  mi)
=  bmi(ax -  a2 + 2k +  2)(a2 -  +  1, n +  mi +  m 2)
-  bm2(a2 -  k)bmi(ai -  a2 +  2k)v(k +  l ,n  +  mi +  m2)
_  5mi+m22(a2 _  k)v(k +  1, n +  mi +  m2)
=  2(X ® fmi+m2) •*;(*;, n)
=  [tf ® r \ X ® r 2]
( tf  ® tmi) • (y  0  f 712) • v(ife, n) -  (Y  ® r 2) • ( tf  ® tmi) • v(k, n )
=  (tf ® tmi) • 6m2(ai +  fc)v(/c -  1, n +  m2) -  (Y  ® fm2) • bmi(ax -  a2 +  2fc)v(fc, n +  mi)
=  6mi(ai — a2 +  2fc -  2)(ai +  /c)v(/i: — 1, n +  mi +  m2)
-  6m2(ai +  fc)6mi(ai -  a2 +  2k)v(k — l ,n  +  mi +  m2)
_  5rni+m2(_2)(ai +  fe)v(/c — 1, n +  mi +  m2)
=  - 2( y ® f mi+ma) •«(*;,«)
=  [H ® tmi, Y  ® t™2] • v(k,n)\
d ■ (X  ® im) ■ n) — (X ® fm) • d ■ v(k, n )
=  d ■ bm(a2 — k)v(k +  1, n +  m) — (X ® tm) • (n +  a)v(k, n )
=  (n +  m +  a )6m(a2 — fc)i;(A; +  1, n + m) — bm(a2 — k)(n + a)v(k  +  1, m +  n)
=  mbm(a2 — k)v(k +  1, n +  m)
=  m (X  ® tm)v(k, n )
=  [d, X  ® tm) • v(k, n);
d- (Y  ® fm) • n) — (y  ® tm) ■ d • v{k, n)
=  of • 6m(ai +  /c)u(&; — 1, n +  m) — (y  <8> tm) • (n +  a)v(k, n )
=  (n +  m +  a )6m(ai +  fc)u(fc — 1, n + m) — bm(ai + k)(n +  a)v(k  — 1, m +  n)
=  mbm(a i +  k)v(k — l ,n  + m)
= m (Y  ® tm)v(k, n)
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= [d, Y  ® tm\ ■ v(k, n);
d ■ (H  ® tm) ■ v(k, n) — (H ® tm) • d ■ v(k , n)
=  d ■ bm{a\ — a2 + 2k)v(k, n + m) — (H ® tm) • (n +  a)v(fc, n)
— (n +  m +  a)bm(ai — a2 + 2k)v(k, n + m) — bm(ai — a2 + 2k)(n + a)v{k, m  + n )
=  mbm(ai — a2 + 2k)v(k, n + m )
=  m (// <g> tm)v(k , n)
=  [d, H  ® fm] • u(fc, n).
Define a; : f) —> C by cu(i7 <8 1) =  1 , w(c) =  a>(d) =  0, and linearity.
Then it is easy to see that L(T(ai, a2)) has 1-dimensional weight spaces
L(V(ai,a2))\kn = Cv(k,n) for eachk ,n  £ Z
where Ak,n = («i — 0-2 +  2A:)w +  (n +  o:)5. □
P ro p o sitio n  4.1.2. L(V(ai,a2)) is a torsion free -module.
Proof. To see that L(V(ai, a2)) is torsion free, it suffices to show that the real root 
elements act injectively on each weight space. Recall that the real root elements of 
4 ^  are X  ® tm and Y  <g> tm for m  £ Z. Now for any k ,n  £ Z,
(X <g> tm) ■ v (k , n) =  bm(a2 — k)v(k + 1, n + m) ^  0,
and
(Y  ® tm) • v(k , n) =  bm(ai +  k)v(k — 1, n + m) ^  0.
□
P ro p o sitio n  4.1.3. L(V(ai,a2)) is a simple -module.
Proof. To see that L(V(ai,a2)) is simple, suppose IT is a non-zero submodule of 
L (V(ai,a2)). It suffices to show that W  contains some v(k0, no) for some ko, n0 G Z 
since any such weight vector generates L (V (ai, a2)). Take any non-zero w G W  
that can be expressed with a minimal number of terms with non-zero coefficients. 
Then w — YlkeKneN a knv(k, n) where K ,N  are minimal finite subsets of Z and 
0 7̂  a/m G C. If |K||iV| =  1 we are done, so first assume \N\ > 1. For any i G N,
Wi = (i + a)w — d • w — 0knv(k, n) £ W
k£K,neN
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where (3kn =  (i — n)akn. Now (iki =  0 but (3kn ^  0 for n E N \  {i}, so wt is a non-zero 
vector in W  with fewer than |i^ ||N | terms with non-zero coefficients, contradicting 
the minimality of |/fT||./V|. Now assume \K\ > 1. For any * G K,
Wi =  (ai -  a2 +  2i)w -  (H  0  1) • w =  ^  0knv(k, n) G W,
k € K , n € N
where [3kn =  a kn(ai —02 +  2i — (ax — a2 +  2A;)) =  2(i — k)akn. Now (3in = 0 for all 
n G JV, but /3kn 7  ̂0 for k £ K  \  {*} and n  G JV, so Wi is a non-zero vector in W  with 
fewer than |/C| jÂ | terms with non-zero coefficients, contradicting the minimality of 
|A1|W|. Thus \K\ |JV| =  1. □
4.2 A  Simple torsion free A ^-M odule o f D egree 2
We construct a simple torsion free degree 2 A^-module. Let Xx, x 2 be commuting 
indeterminants and select Oi,a2 E C \Z  such that oi /  a2. Let V(ai — 1 ,a 2) be the 
Ai-module given in Example 4.1 and W  = spanc {xx, x2}. Using the same ^-m odule  
action, U(ax — l , a 2) and W  are ^L-modules.
W  has 1-dimensional weight spaces Wi = Cx: and W -x =  Cx2 with weights 
1 ,-1  respectively. Now X  • x\ = 0, X  • x2 =  x l5 Y  ■ xx =  x 2, Y  • x 2 =  0, and 
H • x i =  xx, so xi is a highest weight vector with weight 1. Let U(A{) denote the 
universal enveloping algebra of A\. For any /?, 7 G C, /3 X Y + 7U, (3YX+ *yX G U(Ai). 
Let 0 7̂  axx +  bx2 G W. Then
(,0 X Y  +  7Y) ■ (axx +  6x2) =  a/3xx +  67x2 
((3YX +  7X) • (axx +  6x2) =  b(3x\ +  07x2.
Therefore VF is a simple Ax-module of highest weight 1.
Using the modified Chari-Pressley construction, we will create a torsion free A ^ - 
module. Select a  G C and distinct non-zero bi, b2 E C. Let v G V(a\ — 1, a2), w G W . 
Define an A^-module action on L (V (ax -  1, a2) 0  W )  =  V(ai -  1, o2) 0  W  0  C[£, £_1] 
by linearity and
(Z  0 tn).(v ® w ® t m) = b"(Z.v) tn+m +  b%v 0 (Z.tw) 0 fn+7n;
d.(x 0  w 0  £TO) =  (m +  a)(v ® «i®  im); 
c.(u 0  w 0  im) =  0
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for any Z  G Ai, n ,m  G Z.
For i = 1,2 and re, fc G Z, let
n,(A:, n) =  Xi1+fc_1X22_fe ® Xj ® fn.
Then:
(X <g> im) ■ Vi(k, re) = b™(a2 — k)vi(k +  1, re + m) +  Si2b™Vi(k, re +  m);
(Y  ® tm) ■ Vi(k, n) =  b™(ai +  A: — l)vj(A; — 1, re +  m) +  £jib™u2(fc, n  +  m);
(f / ® tm) • n) =  [b™(ai -  a2 +  2fc -  1) +  b™(-l)t+1]vi(k, re +  m).
P ro p o sitio n  4.2.1. L(V(ai — 1, c^)®!!7) is an A^-module with 2-dimensional weight 
spaces.
Proof. To see that this is indeed a module, we need only show that the commutator 
product is preserved. We compute:
(X  ® tmi) • (Y ® tm2) • Vi(k, n) -  (Y  ® f 712) • (X ® tmi) • n)
=  (X <g> tmi) • [b™2(ai +  k -  l)vi(k — 1, n +  m 2) +  5nb™2v2(k, n +  m2)]
-  (Y <g> fm2) • \b1f ‘1{a2 - k)vi(k +  1, n +  mi) +  5i2b™1Vi(k, n + mi)]
=  b™2(ai +  k — l)^™1^  — k +  1 )vi(k,n + mi +  m2) +  5i2b™1vi(k — l ,n  +  mi +  m 2)] 
+  <5*ib™2[fer11 (°2 “  Ar)v2(A; +  l,re +  mi +  m2) +  b™1̂ ^ ,  n +  mi + m 2)]
-  b™1^  -  fc)[&r2(ai +  k)vi(k, n +  mi +  m 2) +  5iib™2n2(A; +  1, n +  mi +  m2)]
-  ^b™ 1^™2^ !  +  fc -  l)wi(fe -  1, n +  mi +  m 2) +  b™2v2{k, n +  mi +  m2)]
=  [6? 1+m2(ai -  a2 +  2fc -  1) +  b™1+m2( - l ) <+1]<fc, n +  m x +  m2)
= (H & tm 1+7,12) . n +  jm +  m2)
=  [X ® £mi, y  ® f”12] • ^(/c, n  +  mi +  m2);
(if  ® fmi) • (X ® r 2) • V<(fc, n) -  (X  0  r 2) • ( i f  ® fmi) • Vj(A:, n)
=  (H  ® fmi) ■ [b™2(a2 -  fe)ni(fe +  1, n +  m2) +  5i2b^2vi(k, n +  m2)]
-  (X ® fm2) • [67**(ai -  a2 +  2fc -  1) +  6S"1 (—l) i+1]^(fc, re +  mi)
=  b™2(a2 — A:)[b™1(ai — a2 +  2A; +  2 — 1) +  (—l)*+1b l̂l]ui(fc +  l ,n  +  mi +  m2)
+  b ^ ^ fb ^ ^ O i — a2 +  2k — 1) +  b™2]fi(A;,re +  mi +  m 2)
-  [ b ^ a i  -  a2 +  2k -  1) +  b ^ - l ) * 1]
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x [&™2(a2 — k)vi(k +  1, n +  mi +  m2) + 5i2b™2vi(k, n + m 1 + m2)]
=  2b™1+m2(a2 -  k)vi(k +  1, n +  m x +  m 2) + 2Si2b^1+m2Vi{k, n + m 1 + m 2)
= 2(X  ® t m i + m 2 ) - V i ( k , n )
= [H ® tmi, X ® t m2] -Vi(k,ny,
( . h  ® tmi) • (y ® r 2) • n) -  (y ® r 2) • (if ® fmi) • (̂fc, n)
=  ( if  0  fmi) • [6™2(ai +  ^ -  l)v*(fc -  1, n +  m2) +  5nb™2v2(k, n +  m 2)]
-  (Y  0  r 2) • [6™1 (ai -  a2 +  2A; -  1) +  K?1 (—l) i+1]^i(fc, n +  rrn)
=  6f 2(ai +  fc -  l)[6r ( t t i  -  «2 +  2k ~  2 -  1) +  ( - 1  )i+1& rk(fc  -  1, n +  m x +  m2)
+ &™26ii[#T1(a i -  a2 +  2fc -  1) -  b™2]v2(k, n + m i+  m 2)
-  [6^(01  -  a2 +  2k -  1) +  b ^ { - l ) i+1]
x [&™2(ai +  k — l)t)j(fc — l ,n  +  mi +  m 2) +  5nb™2v2(k,n  4- mi +  m 2)\
~ —26^1+m2(ai +  k — l)vi(k — 1, n +  mi +  m2) — 25ilb™1+m2v2(k, n + mi  +  m2)
= —2(Y  ® £mi+m2) • Vi (k, n)
= [H ® tmi, Y  0 1™2] ■ Vi(k, n );
d ■ (X  ® £m) • n) — (X ® im) • d • Vj(&, n)
- d ■ [67l(a2 — k)vi(k +  1, n + m) + 6i2b™vi(k, n + m)] — (X  0  tm) • (n +  a)vi(k, n)
= (n +  m +  a )[&™(a2 — k)vi(k +  1, n +  m) +  di2b™vi(k, n +  m)]
-  (n +  a)[fc™(a2 — k)vi(k +  1, n +  m) +  Si2b™vi(k, n + m)]
=  m\b™{a2 — k)vi(k +  1, n +  m) +  5i2b™vi(k, n  +  m)]
=  m (X  ® tm) • Vi(k, n)
= [d,X  ® fm] • Vi(k,n)-,
d • (Y ® im) • n) — (y ® fm) • d • n)
=  d ■ [b™(ai +  k — l)vi(k — 1, n +  m) +  5nb™v2(k, n + m)] — (Y  0  tm) • (n +  a)vi(k, n) 
=  (n +  m  +  a ) [6^(01 +  A: — l)ui(A — 1, n +  m) +  Snb™v2(k, n +  m)]
-  (n +  a)[6™(ai +  A; — l)vi(A — 1, n +  m) +  Sub™v2(k, n + m)]
=  m[6™(ai +  A: — l)t>j(A — 1, n +  m) +  Snb™v2(k, n  +  m)]
=  m {Y  0  tm) ■ Vi{k, n)
=  [d, y  0  fm] • Vi(k, n);
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d ■ (H  0 t m) ■ Vi(k, n) — (H t0 fm) • d • Vi(k, n)
= d • [fc™(a i — a2 +  2/c — 1) +  6̂ ( —l) t+1]vi(A:, n + m) — (H i0  £m) • (n +  a)vi(k,n + m ) 
=  (n +  m +  a)[fc™(ai — a2 +  2fc — 1) +  6™(—l) l+1]i>i(fc, n 4- m)
-  (n +  a)[6^(ai -  a 2 +  2k -  1) +  b™(—l) l+1]vi(k,n +  m)
— m[6™(a i — a2 +  2fc — 1) +  b™(—l)*+1]ui(A;, n + m )
=  m ( H  0 tm) • Vi(k, n)
= [d,H 0  im] • n).
It is easy to  see th a t L(V(ai  — 1, a2) 0  VF) has 2-dimensional weight spaces
[L{V{ai — 1, a2) 0  W ))A =  spanc {u1(fe, n), u2(fc +  l,n )}
where An,k = (ai — a2 + 2k)u + (n + a)6 for each n , k  e  Z. Let Bk,n =  {th(A;, n), i>2(fc +
l,n )}  be a  basis for (L(V(a,i — l , o 2) 0  W ))A . □
P ro p o s itio n  4 .2 .2 . The -module L(V(ai  — l , a 2) 0  W ) is torsion free.
Proof. It suffices to  show tha t the real root elements X  0  tm, Y  0  tm for m  G Z act 
injectively on each weight space
(L (V(a i -  1, a2) 0  W ))A =  spanc {i;i(k ,n ) ,v2(k + l ,n )} .
Let 0 ^  ciVi(k, n) + c2v2(k +  1, n) G ( L ( V (a! — 1, a2) 0  W ))  . Then
(X 0  tm) ■ (c!Vi(k, n)  +  c2v2(k + 1, n))
=  ci(6” (a2 -  k)vi(k  +  1 , m  + n))
+  c2 (b™(a2 — k — 1 )v2(k + 2, m  + n) + b™v\(k + 1, m n))
7^0
and
(Y  0  tm) ■ (ciUi(fc,n) +  c2v2(k +  1, n))
=  ci(i>™(a i + k — — 1 , n  + m) + b™v2(k ,n  +  m))
+ c2(b™{ai + k)v2(k ,n  + m))
7̂  0
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since a^, a2 £ Z. □
P ro p o sitio n  4.2.3. L(V(ai — 1, a2) <S> W ) is a simple -module.
To see that L(V(a1 -  1, a2) ® W) is simple, we first note that since it is torsion 
free and Vi(k, n) € (L(V(ai — 1, 02) ® W0 ) Afc >
(X  ® e ) ( x  ® n) e (L (v (ai -  l ,a j )  ® W0)A+2. +(„+r+I>)J,
and
( Y  ®r)(F ® 1)-S(*,n) e (£(V(0l -  1,oa) ® W))
for s € Z>0 and r e  Z. If we can show that each weight space is a simple f/0-module, 
then by Lemma 3.3.2, L((ai — 1, 02) ® W)  is simple.
We begin by analyzing the action of a special operator on the weight space
(L(V(ai -  l ,a 2) ® W ))
For anyp € Z, let Tp — (Y  ®f”p)(AT®tp). Tp G (7o(A^) since [H®1, Tp] = [d,Tp] =  0, 
and hence Tp leaves any weight space invariant.
Next we find a matrix representation of Tp with respect to Bk,n'.
P pW,„ =
Let 7 =  gj-- Then [Tp\ Bk n has eigenvalues
(ai +  k)(a2 — k) 61pfê (o1 +  k)
^2P̂ i(a2 ~  k) (a2 — k — l)(ai +  k +  1) +  1
Vk,n =  (ai + k)(a2 - k -  1) 
”k,n = (ai +  k + l)(a2 -  k)
with eigenvectors
e?p =  7pvi(k, n ) +  v2{k +  1, n)
&2 P =  7 ~p(ai +  k)vi(k, n) +  (a2 -  k)v2(k +  1, n).
Since 7 ^ 1, these eigenvectors are distinct provided ai ^  —a2.
We show only the Ao,n weight space is a simple Lo-module. The proof for the 
other weight spaces is analogous. The A0i„ weight spaces is spanned by 1̂ (0, n) and
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v2(l ,n). If «i 7̂  — a2, then the eigenspaces of T0 are
51 =  span{ai?;i(0, n) +  a2v 2(1, n)}
52 =  span{vi(0,n) -  u2(1,ti)}.
If 5  is a proper Uq submodule of the A0,„ weight space, then either S  =  Si or S  =  S2. 
If S  =  52 is a I/o-module, then Tp(vi(0, n) — u2(l, n)) € S' for all p. But
Tp(vi(0,n) -  u2(l,n ))  =  (ai02 -  7 _p)i>i(0,n ) +  (7Pa2 -  a ia2 + ai -  a2)u2(l,n ).
Then we must have a!a2 — 7 _p +  7pa2 — ^ia2 +  ai — a2 =  0 for all p. If we set 77 =  jji, 
then we have quadratic in 7P:
72p +  (77 — 1)7P — 77 =  0.
Thus 7P =  1 or 7P =  —77. Since 7 ^  1 and this must hold for all p, we have a 
contradiction. Similarly, if S  = Si, then
Tp(aiVi(0,7r) +  a2u2(l, 7-j))
=  (aia2 +  7Pa2)aiWi(0, 7̂ ) +  (7 -pai +  (ai +  l)(a2 — 1) — l)a 2u2(l, n) G S
for all p. Then we must have
aia-2 + l pa2 ~  7 _p«i -  (01 +  l)(o2 -  1) -  1 =  0.
If 77 is as above, then this simplifies to the quadratic
72p +  (77 -  1)7P — 77 =  0,
with solutions 7P =  1 or /yp = —rj, so 5  is not a t/0-module.
If ai — —a2, then To has one eigenspace, namely Sl2. Thus the only possible proper 
[/o-submodule is S  =  S2. From the argument above, S  is not a Uq-module. It now 
follows that the Ao,n weight space is simple as a [/o-module. Similarly, every weight 
space is a simple f/0-module, hence L((ai — 1, a2) <g> W) is simple.
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5 Loop M odules with Finite Dimensional Weight 
Spaces
In the sections that follow, we present more detailed versions of the results in Clas­
sification of Loop Modules with Finite Dimensional Weight Spaces by S. E. Rao. At 
the end the this section, Rao will provide us with a means of obtaining simple level 0 
representations of an affine Lie algebra from a representation of a quotient of a loop 
algebra.
5.1 Loop Algebras
Recall that in order to define the affine Lie algebra g, we first defined the loop alge­
bra L(q) = g0 C[£, t~1]. We now present some properties of quotient algebras of L(g).
The following theorem is due to R. V. Moody in [Mo].
T heo rem  5.1.1. Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra with Cartan subal­
gebra t). Then every proper ideal I  of L(g) is of the form I ( P ) =  g 0  (P ) where (P) 
is the ideal in C[£] generated by P(t) G C[f] with P (0) 0.
Proof. Let I  be a proper ideal in L(g). We claim that if {X a \ a  G A} U  { H i , . . . ,  Hi} 
is a Chevalley basis for g with { H i , ..., Hi} a basis for f), then aaX a 0  qa(t) G I  and 
a,Hi 0  qfit) G I  whenever
i
Y  aaX a 0  qa{t) +  Y ,  aiHi ® 9*(0 G I
a€ A i=1
where qa(t),qi(t) G C[i,£-1]. To see this, suppose the contrary, and suppose further 
that 0 7̂  ]C«eA aaXa <0 qa(t) +  X]i=i a%Hi 0  qfit) G I  has the minimal number of 
non-zero coefficients amongst all of the elements that contradict the claim. Certainly 
no non-zero aaX a 0  qa(t) G I  or aiHi 0  qfit) G I. Suppose ap ^  0 for some fi G A. 
Then
i
[ « ®  l , £ a  qXq 0  qa(t) + Y  aiHi ® Qi(1)} = Y  a (H )X a 0 qa(t) G I.
aeA i=1 aeA
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for all H G f). Therefore
i
(3(H)(^2 aaX a ® qa(t) + ^  ciiHi ® &(£)) -  ^  a (H )X a ® qa (f)
a€A i=l a€A
I
=  -  oe(H))Xa ® <?a(f) +  ^  ai(3(H)Hi ® $(£) G /
/3 â€A t=l
for all H  G h. The minimality condition gives us that a* =  0 for i =  1 ,...,/ and 
aa((3(H) — a(H)) = 0 for all a  G A and all H  G f). This implies that there exists 
fi' fi such that ap fi 0. But then we may select / / '  G 1) such that fi'(H') fi  fi{H') 
and ap’(0(H') — fi'(H')) fi  0, contradicting the minimality condition. Therefore all 
aQ =  0 and 0 fi Xw=1 <̂ iHl ®ql{L) G I  has the minimal number of non-zero coefficients 
amongst all elements contradicting the claim.
Now select X x, Y\ G 9 such that X i,Y i,  Hi form a basis of A\. Then
i i
[Yi ® 1, diHi 0  <7i(t)] =  ^ 2  a^Yi, Hi] ® qi(t) G I.
i=l i = 1
Now this sum has at most I non-zero terms, so it satisfies the claim. In particular, 
2Yi ® qi(t) =  [Yi, /fi] ® ^ (t) G / ,  Hi ® gi(f) =  [Xx, Ti] ® <71 (t) G I. This contradiction 
proves our claim.
Our next claim is that I  must contain g ® P  for some non-zero P  G C[£, t -1]. 
Since I  fi  0, by the first claim, X  ® P  G I  for some P  G <C[£, f_1] and X in the 
Chevalley basis. Since g is a simple Lie algebra, g ® P  =  [g ® 1, X  ® P] C / ,  and 
hence I(P)  =  g ® (P) C I. Moreover, I(Q ) =  g ® (Q(t)) C I  for some Q(f) G C[t] 
with Q(0) fi  0.
Our final claim is that if Q(t) is chosen as above and with minimal degree, then 
/  =  g ® (Q(t)). From the first claim, it suffices to show that each X  ® q(t) G /  is in 
fact in g® But X  ® tkq(t) G I  for all k G Z. Select fc G Z so that tkq(t) G <C[£].
By the Division Algorithm in <C[t], we may conclude that Q(t) divides tkq(t), hence 
X  ® t kq(t) G I(Q). Thus, X ® q(t) G [g®£~fc,X  ® ffcg(f)] G I{Q).
□
P ro p o sitio n  5.1.2. Let g be a simple Lie algebra and P  G C[f, £-1]. Then there 
exists Q(t) G C[i] with Q(0) fi  0 such that L(g)(P) =  L(g)/(g ® (P)) =  L(q)(Q). 
Moreover,
1. L(g)(Q) is finite dimensional, and
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Proof. Since g®(B) is a proper ideal in L(g), g® (P) =  g®(<3(£)) f°r some <3(f) G <C[£] 
with Q(0) 7̂  0 by Moody’s Theorem 5.1.1. Then L(g)(P) =  L(g)(<3).
Now Q(t) = amtm H h a0 with am ±  0 /  a0. Let /(<3) =  g ® (<3(0) {flL 3fc} be
a basis of g. We claim that
B  =  {(g* ® f1) +  /(<3 ) | * =  1, k;l = 0,...,m  -  1}
is a basis for L(g)(Q(t)).
For linear independence, suppose that
k  m—1
Y  Y  au(9i ® € J(Q(0)-
t = l  (= 0
This means there exists hi(t) G C[f, £_1] such that
k  m - 1  fc
I >  ® (E ““*')) = E (» ® (̂ (0<3C0)) •
1=1 Z=0 i = l
Thus, E™ol a »^ =  hi(t)Q(t) f°r i =  1 , /c. Now E X )1 ®*  ̂ e  C[t] and <3(0 has 
non-zero constant term, so hi(t) G <C[f] as well. But E X )1®**** has degree less than 
or equal to m  — 1 while hi(t)Q(t) is either 0 or has degree greater than m. Therefore
E ^ o 1 ai$l =  0 and each an =  0.
For spanning, it suffices to show that each ® £s G spancB. If s > 0, then by the
Division algorithm in <C[f], we have
ts = q(t)Q +  r(£)
where r(t) =  0 or deg r(t) < m. Then gt <2> t* +  I(Q) = —gi ® r(t) +  I(Q ) G spancB. 
When s < 0, we apply induction. If s = — 1, then
t 1 =  (amtm +  • ■ • +  uo)(— t 1  (®mtm 1 +  • • • +  Oi)
Go ao
and gi ® £-1 +  I(Q ) =  — ® (am£m_1 -I h ai) +  I(Q ) G spancB. Now suppose
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that gi <S> t x, gi ® t 5+1 G spancR. Then
t~s =  (amtm +  • • • +  a0) ( - r s -  - ( amtm~s +  ■ • • +  axr 5+1)
a0 a0
and so
gi ® t s + I (Q) =  gi ® (amtm s H +  ait  s+1) +  I (Q )
Oo
is in the span. Notice that we have shown that for any s G Z, ts =  rs(t) mod Q(t) 
where r(t) is either 0 or has degree less than the degree of Q(t). Therefore B  is a 
finite basis of L(q)(Q).
For the final statement, we note that the map
7r : L(g) -► g <8> (C[t, t - 1] / (Q(t)))
defined by 7r(x® ts) =  x® (rs(t) +  (<3(t))) and linearity is a Lie algebra homomorphism 
with kernel g (8> (Q(t)). By Theorem 2.1.10(a), L(g)(Q) ~  g ® (C[t, t _1]/(<3(t)))- □
P ro p o sitio n  5.1.3. For every Q(t) G C[f] of degree at least 1, £ : g —► L(g)(Q) 
defined by
((g) = g ® l  + I(Q)
is an injective Lie algebra homomorphism and hence g is a subalgebra of L(g)(Q).
Proof. Since B  =  {(g* Q t1) + I(Q) \ i = 1,..., fc; I = 0, ...,m  — 1} is a basis of L(g)(Q), 
the map is injective. Certainly £ is linear, and
CCfo.sl) = \g,g'] ® i + i (Q )  =  [g® i + i ( Q ) , g ' ®  i + /(Q)] = [C(»),C(̂ )]-
□
The next result is a special case of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Before we 
begin, we need a definition that will be used only for this result. If R  is a ring and 
A i , ..., Ak are ideals of R  such that Ai +  Aj = R  for i ^  j ,  then we say A \ , ..., Ak are 
com axim al.
T heorem  5.1.4 (Chinese Remainder Theorem). Let A\, ...,Ak be ideals in a ring R. 
I f  Ai and Aj are comaximal for i ^  j ,  then
R / (A iA 2...Ak) ^  R /A i  x ... x R /A k.
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Proof. See ([DF], 265-266). □
L em m a 5.1.5. Let for i — 1, ...,n  be distinct non-zero complex values. Then
L(g)((f -  ai)ei(t -  a2)e2...(t -  an)e") ~  ® "=1 L(g)((t -  a*)6*).
Proof We shall prove that g <8» (C[t,t_1]/(n"=i(^ -  ajY j )) — ® (C[t, £_1] /
((t — Oj)ej')) and then apply Proposition 5.1.2.
Since the a,s are distinct, it — ai)e% and (t — aj)ej are relatively prime for i ^  j ,  
hence ((t — aj)e<) and ((t — aj)ej) are comaximal in C [t, t _1] for i ^  j .  By the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem, we have
0 0  ( C [ t , r ‘] / ( n ( t -<*>)“') )  =  © 0 ® (C [t,t-‘] /(((-% )■<))•
j=1 j=1
We now apply Proposition 5.1.2 and the result follows.
□
Proposition 5.1.6. (Rao) If(n , V ) is an irreducible representation of the loop algebra 
L(g) with finite dimensional weight spaces then n : L(g) —>EndcV has a non-zero 
kernel. In particular, (7r, V) is a representation of L(g)/I(P) for some P  G C[i].
Proof. Let V\ be a non-zero finite dimensional weight space. Then is an L(f))- 
module. Since L(t)) is abelian and solvable, by Lie’s theorem there exists v G V\ 
such that (h <g> tn) • v = %(/i <g) tn)v for some x  £ Let A++ =  {c^i,..., a*,} be
a set of simple roots and let g* be the standard s£(2, C)-subalgebra corresponding 
to with basis {Xi, Hi, V̂ }. Consider {(X4 <g) tn)v \ n G Z>0} C V\+0Ci. This is 
an infinite set contained in a finite dimensional weight space and hence it is linearly 
dependent. Thus, there exist a; G C such that ( £ i ^ Vx+a* ai(Xi <g> t l))v = 0. Let 
P i =  52?YoVx+ai ait1 G C[t] and let ( P i )  denote the ideal in C [i,t-1] generated by P*.
We claim that (Xi <g> (Pi))v = 0.
To see this we compute:
0 =  (Hi ® tn).(Xi ® Pi)v 
=  (Xi <g) Pi).(Hi <g> tn)v +  [Hi <g> tn, Xi  <8> Pf\v 
= x(Hi  ® tn)(Xi ® Pi)v +  2(Xi <g> tnPi)v.
Now the first term is equal to zero, so this implies that (X i® tnPi)v =  0 for all n G Z, 
hence the claim.
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Similarly, there exists a polynomial Qi such that (Y* <g> (Qi))v =  0. Now 0 =  
[Xi ® tnPi,Yi <8)Qi]v =  (H i® tnPiQi)v, so {Si<S>(PiQi))v = 0. Let N  > max{£*=1mi I 
(5 =  Yli=i m i°Li for all/? G A} and set P  =  Ili=o P^Q i ■ Then (g <g> (F))v =  0, so 
I(P )v  =  0. By Theorem 5.1.1, P  is a polynomial with non-zero constant term.
Consider the L(g)-submodule W  =  {w € V  | I(P)w  = 0}. Certainly v G W, but 
V  is irreducible, so W  =  V. Thus I(P ).V  =  0 and I(P )  C ker7r.
Let </>: L(g) —> L (g )//(F ) be the natural map. Define ip : L (g )//(F ) —> gl(V ) by 
tp(x +  /(F ) )  = 7r(x). ip is well-defined:
x  +  I(P ) = y  + I{P) => x -  y G /(F )
=> 7r(.x — y) =  0 
=>• 7r(x) =  ir{y)
=» ip(x +  /(F ))  =  7r(x) =  7r(j/) =  ^ (y  +  /(/*))•
Therefore 7r factors through L (g )//(F ) via 7r =  ip o <f>, and hence V  is a module for 
T(0) / / (F ) .  □
5.2 C om plete Reducibility
We continue the work begun in Proposition 5.1.6. Throughout, g denotes a simple 
finite dimensional Lie algebra and f) denotes a Cartan subalgebra of g.
Let L(g) =  L(g) ® Cd. Let fj =  f) ® 1 and set f) =  If) ©Cd as the Cartan subalgebra 
of L(q). Let V be an irreducible 1)-weight L(g)-module. We create an L(g)-module 
with V  and study the complete reducibility of the resultant module.
D efin ition  5.2.1. Let ( t v , V )  be an irreducible f)-weight representation of L(g) and 
let a  G C .  Define an L(g )  representation (? r (a ) ,  L(V)) as follows:
Tr(a)(X ® tn)(v ® tm) = (tt(X ® tn)v) ® tm+n 
tv(a)d(v ® tn) =  (m +  a)v  ® tm
for X  G g, u G V, m, n G Z .
If V\ is a weight space of V, then L(P)^+nJ =  V\ ® fn is a weight space for L(g),
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where _  _
A |  If) =  A X(d) =  0;
5(d) = 1 5 |  £  =  0.
Note that L(V) is an f)-weight module.
General A ssum ption. Throughout, we assume:
1. (it, V ) is an irreducible representation having a finite dimensional weight space 
V\ with respect to t).
2. For any non-zero v G V\ there exist k, m  > 0 such that for some h, h' G f), 
(h <8> t~k)v 7̂  0 and (h' <g> tm)v ^  0 .
Definition 5.2.2. An irreducible L(o)-module is called an L-module provided, when 
restricted to L(g), it is reducible (but not irreducible).
R em ark  5.2.3. The modules described in Example 4.2 are particular examples of 
those defined in Definition 5.2.1. To see this, we make use of the following proposition.





p ( X ® t n) = (bn1X ,b n2X,.. . ,bnkX )  
is a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism with ker p  =  (P ).
Proof. To see that p is a Lie algebra homomorphism, we compute for any x, y G 0 ,
n, m  G Z:
p([x <g) tn, y ® fm]) =  p([x, y) ® fn+m)
= ( b ^ m[x,y],...,bl+m(x,y})
= ((bnlX,bmy},...,[bnkx,bTy})
= [(bn1x,...,bnkx),(b?y,...,b'?y)]
=  [p ( x ® tn) ,p ( y ® tm)].
To see that p  is surjective, we note that it suffices to show that 0©...©0©g©0©...©0 
is in the image of p. Let £ be an arbitrary element of g and observe that, for
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do, ..., dk~i G C,
fc-i fc-i
di(x <g> t*)) =  di(b\x, ..., b'kx)
i= 0 i—0
— x(do,..., dk—i)
= x d A.
(  1 
6i
1 \  
bk
kxk
A  is invertible since it is a Van der Monde matrix and the V s are distinct. There­
fore, there is a choice of d o , dk~i such that d A = (0,..., 0,1,0,..., 0) and the result 
follows.
Finally we show ker fx = I(P).
For any x G g,
k  k  k
fx{x ® -  f)) = (J J ( 6i -  &i)x,.... f j ( 6i -  bk)x) = (0,..., 0),
i = l  i = l  i = l
hence I ( P ) =  g <g> (n<Li(^i — 0 ) ker //. Since // is a Lie algebra homomorphism,
ker// <  L(g), and by Theorem 5.1.1, ker// =  g ® (f ( t )) for some polynomial /(f).
Since I(P )  =  g <g> ~ t) — ker / / ,n f=1 ( î — f) =  f(t)q(t) for some polynomial
q(t), and hence /(f) =  n»e/c{i,2 “  *)• However,
0 =  fx(x ® /(f)) =  {f{bi)x, ..., f{bk)x),
hence (6, — f) must be a factor of /(f) for a li i  =  1,..., k. Therefore /(f )  =  P(f), and
hence ker // =  /(P ). □
Assuming the setup as in the Proposition 5.2.4,
k
L (fl)//(P ) ^ © 0
t = l
the First Isomorphism Theorem. Let W  =  W(Ai) ® ... ® kF(Afc) w/iere W(Aj) is a 
simple g-module. Then W  is a © L i s  -module, so there exists a map tt : ©*=1 g —> W
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such that (W, W) is a representation. By setting n =  ¥  op, (n, W ) is a representation 
of L(q). Since the central element c acts trivially in the modified Chari-Pressley 
construction, by extending (jr, W) to a representation (7r(a), L(W)) of L(g) as in 
Definition 5.2.1, we obtain a module as given in Definition 4.0.9. Therefore i f  P  
has distinct non-zero roots, the modified Chari-Pressley construction coincides with 
the Rao construction. In particular, when the VF(A,) ’s are simple highest weight g-
modules, we have the original Chari-Pressley construction coinciding with the Rao
construction. In [CP2], Chari and Pressley proved that, in this case, L(W ) is the 
direct sum of at most k L-modules.
Let (7r, V) be an irreducible f)-weight L(g)-module as in the General Assumption 
and let S  : L(V) —> V  be an evaluation map given by S(v ® tn) = v. Clearly, S  is an 
L(g)-module map since for any x  G g, m G Z,
S((x  <8> tm) • (v ® tn)) =  S(((x ® tm) • v ) <8> tn)
= (x <8> tm) • v 
= ( x ® tm) - S ( v ® t n).
Lem m a 5.2.5. Let W  be a non-zero L(g)-submodule of L(V). Then:
1. S(W ) = V.
2. I f  A is a weight of V  then X + n5 is a weight of W  for some n.
Proof. 1. V  is an irreducible L(g) module and 5  is an L(g)-module map, so all we 
need to show is that S(W )  is non-empty. Now W  is a non-zero submodule of 
a weight L(g)-module, and hence is also a weight module. Thus, W  contains
weight vectors of the form v ® tn ^  0. Now S(v ® tn) = v € S’(VF), hence
S(W ) =  V  by irreducibility.
2. Let v be a weight vector of V  with weight A. Since S(W ) = V, there exists 
w G W  such that S(w) =  v. Since W  is a weight L(g)-module, we may write 
w = ^2 W i® tn', where each Wi ® tn* is a weight vector. Now for any h € f),
h - v  = A (h)v = A (h)S{w) = S(\(h)w) = S(h  ■ w ),
thus each Wi G V\. Moreover, d{wi ® tni) = ni(wi ® tn<). Now w, ® tni G W  for
all i, so Wi ® tni has weight A +  n,-5.
□
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N otation. Let U and U be the universal enveloping algebras of L(q) and L(q) respec­
tively. We may decompose U into U =  © fcgZ Uk where Uk =  { X  € U | [d, X] = kX } .  
For any v G V , let Uv be an L(q) submodule of L(V) generated by v.
Lemma 5.2.6. Let 0 7̂  v G V. Then U{v ® t1) = L(V).
Proof. Each U(v®t%) is a submodule of L(V), so it is clear that U Q  L(V). 
Take any w ® tn G L(V). Since V  is irreducible and Uv is a. submodule of V, there 
exists X  G U such that n(X )v  = w. Write X  = where X ki G Uki. Recalling
the definition of 7r(a), we see that
J 2  i r ( a ) V  ® t~ki+n = n (X ki)v ® tn = (n(X)v) ® tn = w ® t n.
Therefore L(V) C Yhez Uv ® t l. □
R em ark  5.2.7. V* is a finite dimensional L(I))-weight module and L(t}) is abelian, 
so by Lie’s Theorem there exists a filtration
(0) =  V0 C Vi C ... C h ^ A
such that Vi/Vi-i is a one-dimensional representation. Fix a basis ofV\, {t>i, V2 , ..., vk}, 
where u* G Vri\V'i_i. Let fa G L(f))* be the one-dimensional representation on Vi/Vi-i. 
Then we have
(h ® tn)(vi + Vi_i) =  fa{h ® tn)vi +  V*_ 1
for all h G I).
Definition 5.2.8. Let U(L({))) denote the universal enveloping algebra of L(\j). De­
fine fa : U(L(t))) —> C[t, t _1] by ijji(h ® tn) — fa(h®  tn)tn and extend as an Z-graded 
algebra homomorphism.
Lemma 5.2.9. I f  there exists m, k > 0 such that tm,t~k G im fa, then im fa =  
C[tNi,t~Ni].
Proof. Let mo be the smallest positive integer such that tm° G im fa, and let ko be the 
smallest positive integer such that t~ko G im fa. Then there exists X mo G U(L(i))) n  
Umo such that fa (X mo) ^  0 and X _*0 G U(L(t))) D U-ko such that fa (X _ko) ±  0. 
Assume k0 ^  m 0. Since fa is an Z-graded algebra homomorphism,
'4>i{,Xmo)'il}i{.X—kQ) = fa{Xmo—ko)
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where Xmo_feo G (7(L(f)))nC/mo_fco. Hence fm°*fc° G im 0i. If m0- k0 > 0, then m0-/u0 
is a positive integer smaller than mo, contradicting minimality of m0. Similarly, if 
m 0 — k0 < 0 , then — (m0 — k0) is a positive integer smaller than kQ, contradicting 
minimality of ko. Therefore k0 = m 0. Now for any I > mo, we may write I = mos + r 
where r < m0 and r, s G Z>0. Suppose Ll = tm°a+T G im 0*. Then there exists
Xrrios+r ^  ^ (T ( ) )  n  Um0s+r such that 0, (̂ ^mos-hr) 0  0- But then
0 iC^mo«+r)0 i(-^—mo*) ~  0 t(-^r)
where X_mos G //(L(l))) fl t/_moS and G f/(L(f))) f| Urj  Then tr G im 0j. But 
r  < m0, contradicting the minimality of m0, and hence r  =  0. Therefore mo divides 
every I > m0 such that tl G im 0*. A similar argument proves that fc0 divides every 
j  > 0 such that G im □
L em m a 5.2.10. I f  for any non-zero v G V\ there exists k, m  > 0 such that for some
h, h' G t), (h<8> t~k)v ^  0 and (h' <S> tm)v ^  0, then im 0 4 =
Proof. It suffices to show that for every i that there exists an h, h' E t) and an m, k > 0 
such that ipi(h 0  tm) 7̂  0 7̂  ipi(ti 0  t~k), since then tm and t~k are in the image of 0* 
and we may apply Lemma 5.2.9.
For the case i =  1, we are given that there exists an. h 0 t m and an h! 0  t~k such that 
(h 0  fm)u! /  0 7  ̂ (h1 0  t~k)vi. Then 0i(/i 0  tm) 7  ̂0 ^  0i(/i' <8> t _fc).
For the case i =  2, assume that 0 2(/i 0  tm) =  0 for all /i G f) and all m  > 0.
Then (/i 0  fm)o2 G Vi for all h G 1) and all m > 0. Select h\ G f) and mi G Z>0 such 
that ip(hi 0  fmi) /  0. For some p G C, we have (/ii <g> fmi) • o2 =  pv 1. Form the vector 
v =  V'i(^i ® tmi)v2 — pvi and notice that {ui,u} is a basis of V2 of eigenvectors of 
hi 0  tmi corresponding to eigenvalue ifti(hi 0  tmi) and 0. Since L(fj) is abelian and 
•01 (^1 <£> tmi) /  0, we know that v\ and v are eigenvectors of h 0  tl for all h G f) and 
/ G Z. By hypothesis, (h ® t~k) ■ v 7  ̂ 0 and {h! 0  tm) • v 7̂  0 for some h,h' E t) and 
k ,m E  Z>0. Thus 0 2(/i ® t~k) ±  0 7̂  0 2(/i' ® tm).
For * > 3, we use the i = 2 argument on K/Vi_2 where Vi —> Oj_i +  V*_i and
v2 ->Ui +  K -i- □
C oro llary  5.2.11. Select Ni, ...,Nk such that im 0< =  I f  M  = n f= i iV*
then C[tM, t~M] C im 0j /o r a/i i.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.2.10, for each i we have im V-' =  t Wi]. Since M  = 11?= 1 
C [tM,t~M] C im rpi for all i. □
Definition 5.2.12. Let w G V\. Define the filtration length of w as l(w) = i if  
w G Vi\Vi_i, and define l(w 0  tn) = l(w).
Theorem  5.2.13. Let W  be a non-zero L(g)-submodule of L(V). Let kn =  dim (W fl 
L (V )j+nS). Then kn — km for any n = m  mod M.
Proof. Let Tn — W  D L (V )j+nS and let m  be such that n — m  = kM  for some k. 
Take {«Ji 0  tn, ..., uik 0  tn} as a basis of Tn such that l(wi 0  tn) is distinct for each i. 
Assume that l(wi) =  Z*.
Since C [tM,t~ M] C im ^  for all i, we may find Xit G U{L(fcf)) fl U_kM such that 
ipi(Xti) ^  0. We know that ^{cPjXifwi 0  tn) =  {^(Xifjwf) 0  tm. Since ipi(Xit) ^  0, 
0  tm) — L, hence the lengths are still distinct. Therefore {(7r(X;t)u;i) 0  
tm\i = 1,..., kn} is a linearly independent subset of Tm, and hence kn < km. If we re­
peat the argument interchanging m  and n  then we have that km < kn, hence kn = km 
for n =  m  mod M. □
Proposition 5.2.14. Let (tt, V ) be an irreducible representation of L(g) urith a weight 
space V\ such that dim V\ < oo and for any non-zero v G V\ there exists k, m  > 0 
such that for some h, h' G i), (h 0  t~k)v ^  0 and (h' 0  tm)v ^  0. Then (re(a), L(V)) 
admits an irreducible L(g)-submodule.
Proof. Let W  be a non-zero L(g)-submodule of L(V)  and set kt =dim {W nL (V )j+il5). 
Let K (W )  =  Xlo<t<M-i Prom Lemma 5.2.5 (b), we know that W  fl L (V )j+iS ^  0 
for some iG  Z. From Theorem 5.2.13, we know that kn = km for n =  m  mod M, so 
we may assume i G {0,..., M  — 1}. Thus K (W )  ^  0.
Let W  be a submodule of W  generated by S  = ^2ieZ{W  fl L (V )j+iS). If W  is 
irreducible, we are done, so suppose W  has a proper submodule W\.
Claim: K{Wf) < K{W).
Suppose the claim were false. Since W x fl L (V )j+iS C W  fl L (V )j+iS, we may as­
sume K (W i) = K(W ).  Then D L(V)J+iS = W  n  L(V)J+iS for i G {0,..., M  -  1}, 
and hence for all i by Lemma 5.2.13. Then S  C Wi, and hence Wi = W , contrary to 
assumption.
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Repeat this process by replacing W  by W\ obtaining a sequence of submodules 
W  2  Wi 2  W2 2  • ■ • with K (W ) > K{W X) > ... .  Since K (W )  <  00 and K{Wi) > 0 
for all i, this process must end after a finite number of terms with an irreducible 
submodule. □
T h eo rem  5.2.15. Let (n, F ) be an irreducible representation of  L(g) with a finite 
dimensional weight space V\ with respect to f) with the property that for any non­
zero v G V\ there exists k, m  > 0 such that for some h, h' G f), (h ® t~k)v ^  0 and 
(h '® tm)v ^  0. Then (7r(a), L(V)) is completely reducible as a representation of L(q).
Proof Let W  be an irreducible L(g)-submodule of L(V), which exists by Proposi­
tion 5.2.14. Let v ® tn G W  fl L (V )j+nS, which exists by Lemma 5.2.5, and is also 
d-invariant. Since W  is irreducible, W  = U(v ® tn), and we claim that U(v <S> tn+m) 
is also irreducible as an L(g)-module for all m G Z.
Proof of Claim I: Define g>: U(v ® tn+m) —> U(v ® tn) by (p(u(v ® tn+m)) = u(v ® tn) 
for all u G U. Clearly ip is a [/-module isomorphism that preserves d-invariant vec­
tors. Let S  be any non-zero {/-submodule of U(v ® tn+m). W ithout loss of generality 
we may assume there exists a d-invariant vector s0 G S. Now <f(S) is a non-zero 
[/-submodule of U(v <g> tn) containing the d-invariant vector < / ? ( s o ) .  Since U(v<%> tn) is 
irreducible, we have
U (v ® tn) =  U(p(s0) = U<p(s0) Q 
Therefore S  = U(v<g> tn+m).
Next we claim that U{v ® tn) = U{v® tm) for all m =  n mod M.
Proof of Claim II: Suppose n — m =  kM  for some k G Z. Then there exists 
an X  G [/(£((})) fl U-kM such that X (v  <g> tn) =  (Xu) ® tm G U(v ® tm). Since 
v ® tm is d-invariant, U{v ® tm) = U{v ® tm). However, X{v  ® tn) G U{v ® tn), so 
U(v ® tn) fl U(v ® tm) ^  0. By Claim I, since U(v<S>tn) is an irreducible L(g)-module, 
each U(v®tl) is an irreducible L(g)-modulefor a lii G Z. Hence U(v®tn) = U(v®tm) 
for all m  = n mod M.
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By Lemma 5.2.6, L(V) = Y2m<EzU(v ® in+m). By Claim II, we have L (V ) =  
S i^ o 1 U(v Q tl). By Lemma 2.4.5, L(V)  is completely reducible. □
5.3 Classification
Recall that an irreducible g-module V is called an L-module provided when restricted 
to L(g) it is reducible but not irreducible. In this section we show that such a module 
is a simple summand of (7r(a), L(V)) for some a  G C where V  is an irreducible 
L(g)—module quotient of V.
L em m a 5.3.1. I f  V  is an L —module with weight X then {k G Z \V j+kS /  (0)} is 
unbounded above and below.
Proof. Suppose there exists an N  G Z such that A +  NS is a weight of V  but A +  iS is 
not a weight of V  for all i > N  and assume W  is a non-zero L(g)-submodule of V. Fix 
a non-zero w G V\+N6- Select a non-zero vector v G W-p and write v =  wjt4 where 
via is in the JI+kiS weight space of V. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
kx < k2 < ... < kn. Since V  is irreducible there exists an element x  G Uj_j[+̂N_kl)g 
such that xvkx =  w and xvk} — 0 for j  — 2,..., n, and hence xv = xv/(1 = w G W. 
Then W  contains a non-zero d-invariant vector.
Since V  is irreducible, V  = Uv — Uv for any d-invariant vector v G V. Thus V
is irreducible as an L(g)-module and hence not an L-module. □
D efin ition  5.3.2. I f j i i s a  weight of V , set /x =  Ji I I). Let W  be a proper L(q)- 
submodule of V, and for any w G W^, write w = Yli=iwi where ki < ... < kn and 
Wi G V-p+k,5 - Define l{w) = kn — k\ to be the delta length of a vector, and for any 
weight p of W  define £(W, p) —min{t{w)\w G W^}. w G is a m in im a l  p -vec tor  
i f  £(w) =  £(W,p).
R em ark  5.3.3. Notice that £(W,p) > 0, since i f  not, W  would contain an t)-weight 
vector v. In particular, v is d—invariant, so V  =  Uv =  Uv C W , contradicting the 
assumption that W  is a proper L(g)-submodule o fV .
Lem m a 5.3.4. 1. I fw ,v  are minimal X— and p —vectors respectively, then£(w) =
£(v) and hence £(W, p) =  £{W, A) =  £{W).
2. Given any weight A G f)* o fV ,  there exists a minimal X—vector w G W \ such
that w = X^r=i wi and wi € V j.
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Proof. 1. Write w — ^ ”=1 wt with ki < ... < kn and Wi G V j+kiS, and v = i vi 
with li < ... < lm and vt G V j+is. We may assnme £(w) < £(v). If £(w) =  £(v), 
we are done, so suppose £(w) < £(v). Now V  is irreducible, so there exists 
an element X  G Uj_j such that X w  G W^. But £(Xw) = £(w), so we have 
£{Xw) < £(v), contradicting the minimality of v.
2. Since V j  ^  (0), we may find an X  G U ^ s  such that X w \  G Vj.
□
Lem m a 5.3.5. Let W  be a proper L(q)-submodule of V. Let A be such that dim 
< oo for all n. Then 0 7  ̂ dim (V / W ) \  < 0 0 .
Proof. Let w G W  be a minimal A—vector where w =  Wi with fci <  ... < kn 
and V J + k i 5 . Define S  = £ fc l< i< f c n  V J + i 5  and for j  > 0 , let Tj = V J + { k n + j ) S  and 
Sj =  V j+ k̂l_^s. We want to show that every vector in {V^+ni5|n G Z} is in the W  
coset of some vector in S , and it suffices to show this true for all vectors in Tj and Sj 
for all j  > 0 .
To show Tj c  S  mod W , we will apply induction on j .  For j  =  1, take v 1 G T\. Since 
V  is irreducible and wn is d—invariant, there exists X  G Ui such that v 1 =  X w n. 
Now X w  — v1 G S, and since w G W , X w  G W ,  so v1 G S  mod W . Now 
assume the result true for values less than j  and take vj G Tj. Since V  is irre­
ducible and wn is d—invariant, we may select X  G Uj such that =  X w n. Then 
X w  — yi G J2i<i<j~i Ti + S, and hence vj G S  mod W .  Therefore Tj C S  mod 
W  for all j  > 0, and similarly, Sj C S  mod W  for all j  > 0. Now any vector in 
{^I+nsln £ Z} is a linear combination of some vectors in Tj and Sj for some choices 
of j ,  hence V  C S  mod W . Thus dim (V/W ) \  < dim S  < 00. Since W  cannot 
contain any d-invariant vectors, dim (V /W )  > 0 . □
Lem m a 5.3.6. Let W\ C W2 be proper L(g)—submodules o fV . Then £{Wf) < £(W{) 
and (Wi)^ C (W2)^ for all weights ip € f)*.
Proof. Fix p  G such that (Wi)^ C {W2)fl and let w G (W2)M be a minimal //-vector 
where w = Y^=i wi with ki < ... < kn and G V v+kis-
Claim: w ^  (Wi)^.
Suppose w G (Wi)n, hence w is a minimal //-vector for W\. Select v G (W2 )m\(VFi)m 
such that £(v) is minimal. Write v = with l\ < ... < lm and G V-p+ip-
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Clearly £(w) < £(v). Since V is irreducible and wi is d—invariant, there exists an 
X  G Uii-ki such that X w \ =  Vi and hence X w  — v G {W2)^\(W i)tl. Now consider 
£(Xw  — v). If lm > kn — ki +  li and l2 > k2 — kx + i1; then
£{Xw — v) =  lm — li — k2 + ki =  £(u) — /c2 +  < ^(v)-
If Zm > kn — ki + /i and k2 — ki +  l\ > /2, then
£(Xw — v) = lm — l2 < £(v).
If kn — ki + li > lm and l2 > k2 — k \+  li, then
£(Xw — v) — kn — k\ + l\ — k2 + k \ — l\ = kn —k2 < £(w) < £(v).
If kn — ki +  li > lm and k2 — k\ + li > l2, then
£(Xw  — v) =  kn — ki +  li — l2 = £(w) — l2 + l\ < £(v).
In all cases, £(Xw — v) < £(v), contradicting the minimality of v. Therefore £{W2) <
m i ) -
By Lemma 5.3.4(a), we must also have (ITi)^ C (W2)y, for all weights ip G f)*. If 
not, there exists a weight A such that £{W\) =  £(Wi, A) =  £{W2, A) =  £(W2), contra^ 
dieting the above result. □
Proposition 5.3.7. I fV  is an L —module such that dim < oo for some weight
A G f)* and all n then V  contains a maximal L(g)—submodule W  and V  =  V / W  is 
an irreducible L(g)-module with dim V\ < oo.
Proof. Let W\ C ... C Wn... be a sequence of proper L(g)—submodules of V. By 
Lemmas 5.3.5 and 5.3.6, we have that
0 ±  ... < dim (V /W n)\ < ... < d im ty /W x)a < oo.
Therefore this increasing sequence of submodules terminates, and hence there exists 
a maximal submodule, say W . It follow then that V  =  V /W  is an irreducible L(g)- 
module and by Lemma 5.3.6, for each A G f)*, dim V\=  dim (V/W ) \  < oo. □
Theorem  5.3.8. Let V be an L-module with dim V j+nS < oo for all n G Z. Suppose 
for every v G V j+n5 there exists k ,m  > 0 and h, h! G f) such that (h 0  t~k)v /  0 /
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(h' ® tm)v. Then V  is isomorphic to a simple summand of (7r(o!), L(V)) for some 
a  G C where V  is an irreducible L(g)—module quotient o fV .
Proof. From Proposition 5.3.7, there exists a maximal L(g)-submodule W of V  and 
hence V  = V /W  is an irreducible L(g)-module quotient. Let P  : V  —* V  be the 
canonical L(g)-module homomorphism.
Claim: For any v G V\ there exists k ,m  > 0 and h, h' G f) such that (h ® tm)v /
(ih' ® t~k)v.
Suppose to the contrary that (h <8> tm)v =  0 for all m  > 0 and all /i E f). Take 
v' € V  with £(v') minimal such that P{v') =  v and v' =  Y ^= ivi where e Vx+^s 
where ki < ... < km. Suppose i{v') > £(W). Let w = Y ^= iwi € W  be the minimal 
length vector of W  where wt € V j+PiS and p\ < ... < pi- Since w\ is a d—invariant 
weight vector, there exists X  G U such that X w i =  V\. Now £(Xw) =  £(W) and 
X w  € W . But P(v' — X w ) — v and £{v' — Xw ) < £(v'), contradicting the minimality 
of v'. Therefore i{v') < t{W ). On the other hand we have
(h ® tm)v' + W  = (h®  tm){v' + W ) = (h ® tm)v = 0.
Therefore (h ® tm)v' e  W  and hence £{v') > £((h ® tm)v') >  £(W), a contradiction. 
The case where (h ® t~k)v =  0 for all k > 0 is proven similarly.
By Theorem 5.2.15, L(V) ~  © [=1 where the Mi are irreducible U modules. For 
any weight A we have that V j+nS is an irreducible U0 module and hence an irre­
ducible Uq module since it is generated by a d—invariant vector. By Lemma 5.3.5, 
if S  =  © 0<n<f(w) ^A+n<5! ^hen V\ = S  + W  = ©o<n<£(W)(^X+™5 +  ^ ) -  Thus Va 
is a direct sum of irreducible Uq modules. Moreover, P~l (V\) = S  is a submodule 
of L(V )j. On the other hand, L{V)J+mS = (&rl=l(Mi)J+rnS. Now (Mi)J+mS is gen­
erated as a (/o-module by a d—invariant vector, so it is an irreducible Uq module. 
Then each V j+nS is isomorphic to some (M i)j+mS as U0 modules and hence as Uq 
modules. Suppose /? is the offset of the d action on V j+n6. Then select a such that 
n + a = m  + (5 and construct the [/-module L(V) as in Definition 5.2.1 using this a. 
Then V j+n5 ~  (Mj)j +mS as [ /0 modules. By Lemma 3.3.2, V  ~  for some i. □
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5.4 Conclusions
Theorem  5.4.1. Let V be an irreducible L —module with finite dimensional weight 
spaces. Then V  is isomorphic as L(q)—modules to some simple summand of {ir(a), L(V)) 
for some irreducible L(q)(P) —module (tv, V).
Proof From Proposition 5.3.7, there exists an irreducible L(g)-module quotient V  
such that each f)-weight space is finite dimensional. From Proposition 5.1.6, we know 
that V  is an L(g)(P)-module for some P  G <C[i].
Let V\ be an f)-weight space of V  for some non-zero weight A G If)*.
Claim (1): The General Assumption holds for V\.
Suppose (h 0  t k)v =  0 for all k > 0, h G t), and some v G V\. We may assume
P  has non-zero constant term ao. Then
0 =  (h 0  P(t))v  =  ao(h 0  l)u =  a0\(h  0  l)u
for all h G I), contradicting the choice of A. Therefore (h 0  tk)v ^  0 for some k > 0,
and a similar argument holds for k < 0.
Let v G Vx+n<5 where A is the lift of A to f)*.
Claim (2): There exists m, k > 0 and h,h ' G f) such that (h 0  tm)v /  0 /
(h' 0  t~k)v.
Suppose (h<S>tm)v =  0 for all m > 0. Now 0 =  5 ( ( / i0 tm) -v) =  (h<S>tm)-S (v). But v 
is an t)—weight vector and hence S(v) is non-zero, contradicting Claim 1. Therefore 
(h 0  tm)v 7  ̂0 for some m > 0, and a similar argument holds for m  < 0 .
Now V  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.3.8 and the result follows. □
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6 R ao’s Construction and Torsion Free M odules 
w ith Finite Dimensional Weight Spaces
In [BLZ], Britten, Lemire, and Zorzitto completely classify simple torsion free g- 
modules of degree 1. In addition, it is shown that simple torsion free modules finite 
degree occur only for the non-twisted affine Lie algebras AiP and Cn'1- This leaves 
open the question of the existence and classification of simple torsion free modules of 
degree > 1. In order to obtain some insight into this question, we restrict attention 
to the simplest case and investigate the simple torsion free modules of having 
degree 2.
To address the classification of such modules, we apply a sequence of reductions 
which lead us to investigate the simple modules of L(Ai)((i — a)n+1) having a 2- 
dimensional weight space. More precisely, we recall from [BL] that every simple 
torsion free A^-module of finite degree must have level 0, which implies that we 
need only consider L(Ai)-modules. Prom the results of Rao in [R] we know that 
every simple L(Ai)-module having a finite dimensional weight space is determined by 
the simple L(Ai)(P)-modules having a finite dimensional weight space where P  is a 
polynomial with non-zero constant term. Now if P  has distinct roots, then by Remark 
5.2.3 Rao’s construction is equivalent to the modified Chari-Pressley construction. If 
P  =  nf=1(f — a,i)ni where the a^s are distinct non-zero complex numbers, then by 
Lemma 5.1.5
i = l
If V  is a simple L(Ai)(P)-module with a 2-dimensional weight space, then by restric­
tion to any one of the summands we have a simple L(A \)((t — a^)61)-module of V  with 
a weight space of dimension less than or equal to 2. It is sufficient to examine simple
Ln = L (A 1) ( ( t - a ) n+1)
modules V  with either 1- or 2-dimensional weight spaces and determine if any sub- 
module of L(V) is a simple torsion free A^-module. If not, then no submodule of 
L (V ) can be a simple torsion free A^-module.
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6.1 A  D escription of Ln and Uo(Ln)
We begin by giving a realization of Ln and U0(Ln). Let In be the ideal in L(Ai) gen­
erated by Ai <g> ({t — a)n+1). Fix a Chevalley basis {H, X , Y }  of A\ where [X, Y] = H,
[H,X] = 2X, and [H,Y] =  -2 Y .  Then Ln = L (A i)/In has a basis {H k, Y k, X k\k =
0, n} where
H k = H  ® (t -  a)k +  /„
X k =  X  ® (t -  a)k + In 
Yk =  Y  ® (t -  a)k +  In.
By the PBW Theorem 2.3.3, the universal enveloping algebra U(Ln) of Ln has a 
basis
i=0 fc=0 j=0
Define Uo(Ln) = {u £ U(Ln) \ [ H q, u \ =  0}. Using the PBW basis of U(Ln), we will 
determine a generating set of Uo(Ln).
P ro p o sitio n  6.1.1. Uo(Ln) is the subalgebra o fU (L n) generated by Hi and Y k X j  
f o r i , j , k  = 0,...,n .
Proof. H 0 acts ad semi-simply on U(Ln) and each monomial in the PBW basis is 
an eigenvector of ad H 0, so it suffices to determine the PBW basis elements which 
commute with H 0■ For some fixed I f  s, ra /s , and pjt’s, we see that
[Ho, m  f m k n ^ T i = 2£ mj -  ± Pk) f i n 1;  n ^ n ^ .
i=0 fc=0 j—0 j=0 fc=0 i=0 j=0 k=0
It is now clear that
« 2 ( ± m j -  f i n '  f iu - = o.
j—0 k=0 i=0 k—0 j=0
We can now conclude that the number of X j ’s and Ffc’s must be equal. Using 
the relation X fY k  = Y k X j  +  H j+k we can express any u0 G Uo(Ln) as a linear 
combination of products of HiS and (Y kX j)s. Hence Uo(Ln) is the subalgebra of 
U(Ln) generated by { H i,Y kX j \ i , j ,k  = 0, ...,n}.
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□
6.2 Ln and Uo(Ln) M odules
Observe that H 0 acts ad semi-simply on Ln with eigenvalues 0, ±2. The 0 eigenspace is 
spanned by the / / fc’s, the 2 eigenspace is spanned by the X k ’s, and the —2 eigenspace 
is spanned by the Yfc’s. This suggests a decomposition of Ln and U with respect to 
eigenspaces of ad H 0 and a weight space decomposition with respect to the subalgebra 
CH 0. In fact, U =  J^kei ^2k where =  {u £ U \ \Hq, u] =  2ku}. To see this, 
recall that every element in U can be written as a linear combination of monomials
«=ntfiprn*r.i=0 fc—0 j=0
Then [Hq,u] = 2(J2k=oPk ~ Y^=o mj)u > hence u G U2r for some r  G Z.
Although CH o is not the Cartan subalgebra of Ln, we will borrow certain concepts 
from representation theory using this subalgebra in place of a Cartan subalgebra.
Definition 6.2.1. Let V  be an Ln-module. For any complex scalar A, the A weight 
space is defined to be the subset V\ = (u G V  \ H q - v  =  An}. IfV \ ^  (0), we call the 
eigenvalue A a weight and a non-zero vector v G V such that Ho ■ v = Xv a weight 
vector. We say V  is a CHo-weight Ln-module provided V  =  ® A V\.
We now present modifications to Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 to take into account our 
weight space decomposition with respect to CL/o.
Lemma 6.2.2. Let U =  U(Ln) be the universal enveloping algebra of Ln. I f V  is a 
simple CHo~weight Ln-module then each weight space is a simple Uo = Uo{Ln)- 
module.
Proof Decompose U =  'Yhkez ^ 2k wdh respect to ad H 0. If V  is a simple CH 0-weight 
L„-module, then V  =  © ieZ V\+2i for some A G C. In general we have U2kV\+2i ^  
V2fc+A+2i- Since V  is simple, V  = UVx+2i = (Efcez U2k)V\+2i- Hence U2kV\+2i = 
V\+2i+2k and in particular U0V\+2i = V\+2i- Therefore Vx+2i is a t/o-module. For any 
O ^ u G  V\+2i we have U2kV D Vx+2l = {0} for k ^  0, hence
Uvf ]  Vx+2i = UQv fl Vx+2l.
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Since V  is simple, Uv =  V, so we must have V\+2i =  Uqv. Thus V\+2i is simple as a
iTo-module. □
Lem m a 6.2.3. I f W  is a simple C/0 =  Uo(Ln)-module such that H o acts as A 6  C, 
then there exists a simple CHo-weight Ln-module V  such that V \ ~ W  as Uo-modules. 
In addition, i f \ \  and V2 are simple CHo-weight U = U(Ln)-modules such that for 
some weight ip, (Tl)^ ~  ( V ^  as Uo-modules, then V\ — V2 as U-modules.
Proof. First we observe that since W  is a simple t/o-module and H 0 is in the center 
of Uo, H 0 acts as a scalar on W  by Schur’s Lemma. Next, simplicity of W  also tells 
us that W  = U0w for 0 ^  w E W  and that the map <p : U0 —■► W  given by p(u) = uw 
is an onto t/o-module homomorphism. Clearly ker <p =Annu0w, so by Theorem 2.1.10
(a), W  ~  U0/A nnUow.
Now simplicity of W  implies that A  =Annu0w is a maximal left ideal of Uo- We 
also notice that I  = UA is a left ideal of Uo such that I  fl Uo = A. If we set
J  =  { I  | /  is a left ideal of U such th a t/ DUo — A},
then M  = J2IeI I  is a maximal left ideal of U such that M  f\U 0 =  A. Since H 0 acts 
as a scalar on W , H 0 — A € ker ip =  A  for some A € C, hence H 0 — A G M .
Recall that under the ad action we can decompose U into U = Ylkez U2k, hence 
every m  E M  can be written as m  = Y^i=ku2» where U2i € We claim that 
M  = £ ]fcgZ(M fl U2k)- It suffices to show that it2i £ M  for each i E Z. Suppose m 
can be written with the fewest non-zero terms such that u2, ^  M . Certainly there 
must be more than one term. Now
(Ho — A )m = Horn — Am
=  [H0, m] + m (H 0 -  A)
1
— ^ ( 2 jU 2j) +  m(Ho — A) E M
i = k
I
=> 5 ^ (2 iU2i) E M.
i ~ k
Then for all j  =  k , ...,/, m, =  2jm  — 5Z-=fc(2iU2i) £ M. But each nij has fewer 
non-zero terms than m, contradicting the minimality of m. Therefore u2i E M  for
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every i = k , ..., I.
Now
U / M  =  n  M )  -  n M).
fcez fcez fcez
For any u0 £ Uo,
H q { ' U o  T U o  H M ) = (ff0 ' «o) T t/o Fl A/ = Auo + U o  n A/.
Then the A weight space of U / M  is
( [ / / A f  ) A =  Uo/ (M  n t / 0 )  =  Uo/A ~  W .
Finally, the map (p : U —> V  given by <t>(u) = uw for the non-zero w £ W  chosen 
above is a [/-module homomorphism and <j) Xc/0=  <P- Since V  is a simple [/-module, <p 
is onto and K  =  ker (j) is a maximal left ideal of U such that K  fl Uo =  A.  Therefore 
K  = M  and hence by Theorem 2.1.10 (a), V  — U /K  — U/M.
The second statement now follows. □
D efin ition  6.2.4. An Ln-module V  is a h ighest w eight m odule provided there 
exists a weight vector v such that V  =  U(Ln) • v and X i • v =  0 for all i. An Ln- 
module V is a low est w eigh t m odule provided there exists a weight vector v such 
that V  =  U(Ln) • v and • v = 0 for all i.
Lem m a 6.2.5. Let V  be a simple highest or lowest weight Ln-module with finite 
dimensional weight spaces and highest or lowest weight A. Then V\ is 1-dimensional.
Proof. Assume first that V  is a simple highest weight Ln-module with highest weight 
A. It follows that if 0 ^  v £ V\, then V — U(Ln) • v. Let f) denote the L„-subalgebra 
generated by the Hk s. Since V  is a highest weight module, X t ■ v = 0 for all i, 
hence Y jX i ■ v = 0 for all i , j .  Now by Lemma 6.2.2, V\ is a simple [/o(Ln)-niodule. 
Therefore we have
Va =  Uo(Ln) ■ v = [/(f)) • v.
Now f) is an abelian Lie algebra, hence solvable, and V\ is finite dimensional. By Lie’s 
Theorem 2.1.7, Va contains a common eigenvector no for all x £ t) and hence for all 
u £ U(f)). Now Cn0 is a 1-dimensional f/0-submodule of Va, and by Lemma 6 .2.2, Va 
is a simple [/o-module. Therefore Va is 1-dimensional.
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The lowest weight case is proven analogously. □
Lemma 6.2.6. Let V  be a simple highest or lowest weight Ln-module with highest 
or lowest weight A. Let L (V ) be the module from Rao’s construction. Then no 
proper simple submodule of L(V) can be torsion free.
Proof. Let V  be a simple highest weight Ln-module with highest weight A. Let L(V) 
be the module from Rao’s construction. Then the weights of L(V) are contained 
in the set
II =  {A — 2k +  (f +  cT)S | k £ Z>o, I € Z}
where a  £ C is such that d ■ (v ® tn) =  (n +  a)(v  ® tn) for all v <g> tn £ L(V). Now 
assume W  is a proper simple torsion free submodule of L(V). Take any non-zero 
vj £ Ŵ ,+(n+a)5 for some weight p. Since W  is torsion free, for any s £ Z >0 and any 
r  £ Z we have
and w £ WM+2S+(n+r+Q)5. Then there exists s £ Z>0 and r £ Z such tha t p + 2s +  
(n +  r  +  a)5 £ n  for any choice of p. Therefore W  cannot be a submodule of L(V).
The case when V  is a lowest weight Ln-module is proven similarly. □
6.3 Ln—M odules w ith  a 1-Dim ensional W eight Space
We begin by examining simple L„-modules with a 1-dimensional weight space.
Theorem  6.3.1. I f V  is a simple Ln-module vjith a 1-dimensional weight space V\, 
then either V  is a highest or lowest weight Ln-module with highest or lowest weight A 
or the annihilator o fV \ contains {Xk,  Y \  k > 1}.
Proof. Here we will use the language of representations for emphasis. The 1 dimen­
sional weight space V\ of V  is a 1 dimensional representation of Uo(Ln). Then there 
exists a Lie algebra homomorphism p : Uo(Ln) —► C. Notice that
0 =  pdH uYkXt]) = - 2  piYk+pCt) +  2 p(Y kX l+i) 
for all i, k, I. We claim p fY iX j) — p (Y \X i)  for i -I- j  =  k + l. Suppose i +  j  = k +  I.
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Without loss of generality we may assume k > i. Then p = k — i > 0 and
0 = p([Hp, Y iX l})
= —2p(Yp+iXi) +  2p(YiX l+p)
= - 2 p ( Y kX l) + 2p(YiX j ).
Let p{Hi) =  a* for i = 0, n and p(Y iX j) =  bi+j for 0 < i, j  < n.
Notice that
Y i X j Y o X t  =  ( X j Y i  -  H i + ^ Y o X i
=  X j Y iY 0X l -  Hi+jVoXi 
= Y o X jY iX i  + H jY iX t  -  H i+jY 0Xi.
It follows then that
(YiXj  + Hi+j)YoXi = (YoXj + HjjYiXt.
Setting bi+j = bl+J +  ni+J and applying p yields
bi+jbi bjbi+i.
We claim that one of the following cases must occur:
1. bk =  0 for all k > 0 ;
2. bk =  0 for all k > 0;
3. bk = bk — 0 for all k > 1.
We first show that if Case 3 does not hold, then either Case 1 or Case 2 holds. If 
Case 3 is false, then there exists k > 1 such that either bk ^  0 and bi = 0 for / > k or 
bk ^ 0  and 6; =  0 for I > k.
Assume first that there exists k > 1 such that bk ^  0 and bi =  0 for I > k. Then 
for any i > 1 we have btbk =  b0bk+i = 0 since bk+i — 0 for all i >  1, and hence bt = 0
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for all i >  1. Now 0 =  bk = bk +  ak implies ak /  0. Then
0 =p([YoXo,YkX 0})
= p(Hk)p(Y0X 0) -  p(77o)p(FfcX 0) +  2p(FfcX 0) -  2p(YkX 0)
=  afc60 — a06fc 
=$’&kb o == a06fc 
=>ak(a0 + b0) = 0 
=^60 =  0.
Therefore Case 2 holds.
If instead we assume bk ^  0 for some k > 0, then by symmetry we have that 6, =  0 
for alH  >  0, and hence Case 1 holds.
C ase 1: Suppose p satisfies Case 1. Choose any non-zero v G V\. Then 
Ip =Anri[/t> is a maximal left ideal. From the proof of Lemma 6.2.3, we see that 
V  ~  [// I p with v i—> 1 +  Ip. In order to proceed, we prove the following claims.
C laim  l:W e claim that we may write t/_2 as C/_2 =  bJoY k- That 2fc=o b!oYk ^  
U- 2  is clear. To see the other inclusion, we will induct on the total degree of each 
monomial u G t/_2. If deg u =  1, then u =  Y k for some k = 0, ...,n, hence 
u G Y^k=o UqYk- Assume that for any monomial u G U-2, if deg u < d, then 
u G UqYk. Now suppose deg u = d. Then
t=0 fc=0 j=0
where Y^=o h +  Ylk=o Pk +  mj =  Recall that u G U-2 in and only if the 
number of Y k s exceed the number of X j ’s by 1. Then u = u{Yku2 for some choice 
of k and uiu2 G Uq. Using commutator products, we may move the Y k to the end of 
the expression u{Yku2 in such a way that
u = u{Y ku2 =  uiu2Y k +  terms of degree less than d.
By induction, u G £)L o UoYk.
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C laim  2: We claim that p(uX j) = 0 for all u G U- 2 implies X j  G Ip. To 
see this, first note tha t V — U /Ip where v \ 1 +  Ip. Assume X j  ^  Ip. Then 
~Xj( 1 +  Ip) = ~Xi + Ip ^  0. Therefore U(Xi +  Ip) is a non-zero submodule of U /Ip. 
By simplicity, [/(A* + Ip) =  U /Ip. Now p(uX i)v\ = 0 for all u G t/_2 implies 
u ■ X j ( l  + Ip) =  0 for all u G t/_2. Therefore U (Xj +  Ip) D C(1 +  Ip) = (0), contra­
dicting the simplicity of U /Ip. Therefore we must have X j  G Ip.
We now apply Claims 1 and 2 to finish the case. By Claim 1, any element in U- 2  
is a linear combination of elements of the form uqY k where uq G Uq. Then
p(u0Y kX j )  = p(uo)p(YkX j )  = 0.
By Claim 2, X j  G Ip. Therefore V  ~  U /Ip is a highest weight module.
C ase 2: If p satisfies Case 2, then a similar argument to Case 1 shows that V  is 
a lowest weight module.
C ase 3: Suppose p satisfies case (3). As in Case 1, V  ca U /Ip where Ip =Annuv for 
some non-zero v G V\. Then by the argument in Case 1 for k > 1, we have X k G Ip. 
Similarly, the argument in Case 2 for k > 1 shows that Y k G Ip. Finally, recall that 
bk — bk + ak for all k and that ak =  p(H k). If bk = bk = 0 for k > 1, then ak = 0 for 
k > 1, hence H k G Ip. □
Lem m a 6.3.2. I f V  is a simple Ln-module having a 1-dimensional weight space and 
the -module L(V) obtained by Rao’s construction contains a torsion free A ^ -  
submodule, then V  is a simple torsion free A^-module of degree 1.
Proof. From Theorem 6.3.1, an Ln-module V  with a 1-dimensional weight space is 
either a highest or lowest weight L„-module with highest or lowest weight A or the an- 
nihilator of V\ contains { X k,Y k,H k \ k > 1}. If V  is either a highest or lowest weight 
module, then by Lemma 6.2.6, L(V) can have no proper torsion free submodules, con­
tradicting our hypothesis. If the annihilator of V\ contains { X k, Y k, H k | k > 1}, then 
we may view V  as an Ai-module with a 1-dimensional weight space. Since L(V) con­
tains a torsion free A^-submodule, the real root elements of A ^  act injectively. In 
particular, A  0  1 and Y  0  1 act injectively. If we recall the definition of the module 
action on L(V) according to Rao, we see that the action of A  0  1 on L(V) is the
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same as the action of X 0 on V  and that the action of Y  <E> 1 on L(V) is the same as 
the action of Yo on V. Therefore Xo and Y 0 must act injectively on V  as well. Then 
V  is a simple torsion free as Ai-module. □
6.4 Ln—M odules w ith a 2-Dim ensional W eight Space
Let V  be a simple Ln-module with a 2-dimensional weight space Va. Let U denote
the universal enveloping algebra of Ln and U0 be the centralizer of CH0 in U. Uo is
generated by {Hi, Y jX k\i, j, k < n}. Let u„ =  YiXj .
Now Va is a simple f/0-module and for any ordered basis the matrix representation
of H 0 is given by H 0 = ^ ^ . Since all Hk commute, we may choose a basis of
Va such that one of the following situations occurs:
1. Hk =  a*;/ for all k > 0;
2. There exists k > 0 such that Hk = I I , where a ^ b .
\ 0  b j
3. There exists k > 0 such that Hi. = [ | .
\ 0  a )
We will show that Cases 1 and 2 lead to the conclusion that Va is reducible as a 
Co-module, contradicting our assumption.
L em m a 6.4.1. I f  all Hk act as multiples of the identity on V\, then V\ is reducible 
as a Uo-module and hence V  is reducible.
Proof Assume that Hk acts on Va as scalar multiplication by a* for all k. We then 
have
0 =  [Hk, Uij] 2Ui+kj T ^ui,j+k,
so ui+k,j = uitj+k. We claim that if i+ j  =  i '+ j', then =  Ui'j>. To see this, suppose 
i + j  — i' + f .  Without loss of generality we may assume i' > i. Then p = i' — i > 0 
and
0 [tlp.
=  - 2  UVy  +  2 Uij .
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Moreover, since uo,i+j =  0 for i + j  > n, we have ui3 =  0 whenever i + j  > n. Notice 
that
4 [ ' u 0 f c ,  u q i ]
=  [ u o k  +  U k 0 , U qi  +  Uio]
=  [ u 0 k ,  U qi ] +  [ u Qk ,  Uio]  +  [ l l f c O ,  U o i ]  +  [ t t f c o ,  « r o ]
=  H kuoi — Hiu0k + 2uki — 2 uik 
+ H(k+i)u oo — H 0ulk + 2uk+i,o — 2uik 
+ H 0ukl — H(k+i)U oo +  2 uki — 2uk+ito
+  HiUok — H kuio +  2uk+ifl — 2uk+ifl 
=  0,
and hence every operator {uok\k =  0, ...,n} commutes. Thus there exists a basis of 
V\ such tha t the representatives of all H k and all utj are upper triangular. Then Va 
is reducible as a [/0-module. By Lemma 6.2.2, V  is reducible. □
L em m a 6.4.2. I f  there exists k > 0 such that H k has two distinct eigenvalues then 
V\ is reducible as a Uo-module and hence V  is reducible.
Proof. Assume there exists k > 0 such that H k has two distinct eigenvalues a, b. We 
will use backwards induction to show that each Uij is diagonal. Notice that that if A  
is any matrix such that [Hk, A] =  0, then A  must be diagonal. Now
\H k, unn] = 2un .̂kn +  2unnjrk =  0,
implying unn is diagonal. Assume that u^  diagonal for all indices with i + j  > 2 n — l
for I > 0. Then if i + j  =  2n -  I, [Hk, Ujj] = - 2 ui+kJ + 2uij+fe is also diagonal. Let
( x y \I . Then we have that 
z w J
1 \ ( a - b ) v  0 j
is diagonal and hence ui3 is also diagonal. Then all ui3 are diagonal, and of course 
all H m are diagonal, so V\ is reducible as a Lo-module. By Lemma 6.2.2, V  is 
reducible. □
These two lemmas imply that we may restrict our attention to modules such that
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Hk for k > 0 has matrix representatives that are either full Jordan blocks or multiples 
of the identity, and at least one must be a full Jordan block. We first consider Li- 
modules having this property.
6.5 L i—M odules w ith  a 2-Dim ensional W eight Space
Let V  be a simple Li-module with a 2-dimensional weight spaces V\. L\ is a 6- 
dimensional Lie algebra with basis
{ H o , H i , X 0, X i , Y 0,Yi} .
Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of L\.  By Proposition 6.1.1 we know 
Uo =  Uq(L i ) is generated by { Hi , Y  jXk \ i , j , k  < 2}. Therefore Uo is generated as an 
algebra by
Ho, Hi, uoo =  Y 0Xo, uoi =  YoXi,  uio =  YiXo,  «n =  Y iWi.
The following identities follow from the relations given in Theorem 6.3.1:
[i/i,uoo] =  2uoi — 2uio (1)
— — 2«n  (2)
\Hi,uio] = 2un  (3)
[Hi, un] =  0 (4)
[uoo, Uoi] =  uqiH q — uooHi (5)
[uoo,uio] =  HiUoo — H qUiq (6)
[tioo^n] =  iioiHi — H xuio (7)
[«oi,«io] =  — (2 +  H 0)un  (8)
[uoi,un ] = - u n Hi  (9)
[uio,uu\ = u u H i (10)
unuoo = (uqi +  Hi)uw (11)
Notice that {H0, H i,uoi +n io ,un}  mutually commute.
L em m a 6.5.1. (a) Let V  be an simple Li-module with highest weight p and highest
weight vector v0- Then for some non-zero scalar r  6  C, V̂ _2 is a simple 2-
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dimensional Uo-module with basis {Fit>0, F 0u0} and matrix representatives
' p - 2  0
0 0
H  o =  ,




“ 1 0 = l  0 0
(b) Let V  be a simple L\-module with lowest weight p and lowest weight vector v0. 
Then for some non-zero —r G C, V^ + 2  is a simple 2-dimensional Uo-module 
with basis { ^ v o , and matrix representatives
-  ( p + 2 o v  j j  ( ~ r 2 y
\  0 p + 2 )  \  0 - r  )
(  p -  2 0 \  /  2r  —p  — 2 \
“ °° ~  \  r - 2  -  2p )  ’ “01 _  \  0 r  J  ’
(  r — 2 \  /  0 r  \
Ul° ~  y 0 2r J  ’ UU~  \  0 0 J  '
Proof. Both parts are proven in the same manner, so we present a proof of (a) only.
From Lemma 6.2.5, is 1 dimensional. Let =  C vq .  Then H 0vq = p vo ,  
H lVo = rvo for some r  G C. Since no is assumed to be a highest weight vector,
UijVo =  YiX iV0 =  Ofor i,j=0,l.
We claim that if r ^  0, the p — 2 weight space V̂ _2 is 2 dimensional with basis 
{FiUojFoUo}. It is clear that V̂ _2 =span {Fit>0, F 0v0}. Next, suppose a Y iv0 + 
bY0Vo — 0. Then
0 =  Xo (aY  iUo +  bY oUo)
=  a(F  iX 0 — Hi)vo + b(Y qXq — H q)vo 
— —arvo — bpv0
and
0 =  X \{a Y  jUq +  bY qWo)
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=  a Y iX it>0 +  b{Y0X 1 -  H x)v„
=  —brvQ.
Therefore i f r ^ O ,  a = b — 0 and hence Y0u0 and Y\V0 are linearly independent.
Direct calculation provides the given matrix representations with respect to the 
basis {Yiu0, Y0Vo}. □
T heo rem  6.5.2. Let V  be a simple Li-module with a 2-dimensional weight space V\. 
I f  Hi acts onV \ as [ °  | then V is either a highest or lowest weight module.V° aJ
Proof. Assume H i = I j . Since uoi +  uio and tin commute with H i, we may
V° aJ
f  b c \  (  d e \
assume u0i + uw — and tin =  . We now have
\ o  b V o  d
x y \ p q
uoo — I ; ^oi — I
\ z w J  y s r
( b — p c — q \  (  d e
- s  b - r  ; “ 11= 0 d
Prom Equation 2,
r : ;  ( t :
This implies s = d = 0 and 2 e —p — r. Hence
H -  (  A °  tlQ — I ,V 0 A
f  x y
Uoo = y  z w 
( b - p  c - q  \
” 1 0 = V  o  b - r ) '  “11
From Equation 1, we have
rT7 I z w -  x \  (  4p -  2b Aq -  2c
[i?i,Uoo] — I I — 2rtoi — 2ui0 =  I
V 0 — z /  V o  Ar — 2b
0 ( p - r ) / 2
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Therefore we have z = 4p — 2b = 2b — Ar, hence b = p + r, and w — x = Aq — 2c. To 
summarize so far,
. p q 
« ° i =  - n0 r
/ x y
uoo =  I
\ 2 p - 2 r  x +  Aq — 2c
c - i j V  _  (  0 (P -  O / 2 \
“ 10 ^  0 p )  ’ Un \  0 0 J  '
Notice tha t if p — r =  0, this representation is reducible, so without loss of generality, 
we may assume p ^  r.
Now from Equation 7 we have
0 (p — r)(a + p — r)
Since p ^  r, a = r — p. Thus we have
. - ( x y V ( p y \ .
00 \ 2 p - 2 r  x + 4 q - 2 c  )  ’ UQ1 \  0 r  )  ’
_  /  r c - q \  _  /  0 (p -  r )/2  \
Ul° \  o p J  ’ Un \  0 0 J  '
Now Equation 11 gives us
0 =  -  u n u n  + uo.77, =  (  P(2r -  ^  +  X>+  <r  -  pf /2  +  9> V  (12)
v 0 p(2r — p) J
so we have two cases: either p = 0 or p = 2r.
C ase 1: Assume p =  0. Then r ^  0 to ensure simplicity. Recall from Equation
12
/  p ( 2 r - p )  p ( c + l )  + ( r - p ) ( x / 2  + q ) \  _  f o  o \
V 0 P ( 2 r - p )  )  \ 0  0 /
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From the (1,2) coordinate we have x  =  —2q. We now have
0 - r  2
0 0
( - 2q y
“ 00 =
\  —2r 2q -  2c
( r c~(l V
“ 10 \  0 0 J
From Equation 5 we have
0 =  “oo(“ 01 +  H  i) — Uqi(Hq +  “ 00)
(  0 —Aq2 + 2yr + 2qc — \q  — 2 q \
~  V 0 ~ r (X +  2 +  2c) ) '
Therefore A =  —2 — 2c and
2yr — Aq2 +  Aqc =  0. (13)
Select r ^ O  and q, c to satisfy Equation 13 to get the following simple representation 
of U0:
«„ = ( - 2- 2c 0
\  0 - 2  -  2c
{  - 2? 2q(q -  c)/r 
“oo =  „
\  - 2 r  2 q - 2 c  J
(  r c - q \
U w = { o  o y  Un
Now we recall the matrix representatives of the highest weight module in Lemma 
6.5.1 (a):
V 0 n ~ 2  )
0 0
“oo — i | ; “oi =r fi
r fi
«‘° =  I 0 o 1 ;
If instead of using the basis {YiUoi Y0“o} we use {—2Y iv0, (Y0 +  2^Y i)v0} for some 
non-zero r  and arbitrary q, and we substitute n — —2c, then we have exactly the
0 —r / 2
0 0
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same matrices as our t/o-module. Now by Lemma 6.2.3, since V\ is isomorphic as a 
t/o-module to a weight space of the simple module having highest weight A +  2, V  is 
a highest weight module with highest weight A +  2.
C ase 2: Assume p = 2r. Then 0 to ensure simplicity. Recall from Equation
12
/  p ( 2 r - p )  p(c+  1) +  (r - p ) ( x / 2  + q) \  _  fO 0 \
V 0 p(2r - p )  /  \0  0/
From the (1, 2) coordinate we have x  =  4c +  4 — 2q. Thus we have
(  Ac + A - 2 q  y \  f  2r q \
U00= {  2r 2c +  4 + 2 q ) '  U01 "  {  0 r  J 5
_ / r c - g \  _  /  0 r /2  \
Ul° \  0 2r  J  ’ KU \  0 0 )  '
From Equation 5 we have
0  =  [ u o o ,  i t o i ]  —  u o i H 0  +  u o o H i
(  —2r(A +  2 4- 2c) 2qc — 2q — Aq2 — 2yr — Xq +  4c +  4 \
_  \  0 —r(A +  2 +  2c) )
Since 0, we have A =  —2 — 2c and
Aqc — Aq2 — 2 yr  +  4c +  4 =  0.
Thus the following is a simple representation of Uo-
f f o = f  “ 2 _ 2 C  M i  * r - (
\  0 - 2 - 2  c )  \
(  Ac + A — 2q 2(q2 — qc — c — l ) / r  \
uoo = 1  „ „ ; woi =
y 2r  2c + A + 2q J
— ( i v y  - i
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If instead of using the basis {X1D0, Xof0} we use {2X^0,  (Xo — 2̂ "rg+-ATi)t'o} for 
some non-zero r  and arbitrary c, q, and set p =  —2c — 4, then we have exactly the 
same matrices as our C/0-module. Now by Lemma 6.2.3, since V\ is isomorphic as a 
t/o-module to a weight space of the simple module having lowest weight A — 2, V  is 
a lowest weight module with lowest weight A — 2. □
C oro llary  6.5.3. I f  V  is a simple L\-module having a 2-dimensional weight space 
then the module L(V) from Rao’s construction cannot contain a proper torsion 
free A[^-submodule.
Proof By Theorem 6.5.2, V  is either a highest or lowest weight module. Then by 
Lemma 6.2.6, no proper submodule of L (V ) can be torsion free. □
6.6 Ln—M odules w ith  a 2-Dim ensional W eight Space C ontin­
ued
We now return to Ln-modules. Let V  be a simple Ln-module with a 2-dimensional 
weight space Vx. Then V\ is a simple t/0 =  U0(Ln)-module with H 0 — ^  ^ A ^
may assmne that Hu — [ | for at least one k > 0. Since for all i [Hit Hk] =  0,_ V° a)
Hi  is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries. Then one of the following cases 
must hold:
1. There exists k > 2 such that Hk = I I ; orV° a)
— (  a 1 \  —
2. Hi  =  J and Hk is a multiple of the identity for all k > 2.\° aJ
Lem m a 6.6.1. There are no simple Ln-modules V  having a 2-dimensional weight
— (  a 1 \space V\ where Hk =  for some k > 2.V° a J
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Proof. Let tty denote the operator Y{Xj  restricted to V\.
C laim . =  0 for i +  j  > n + 1.
We will prove our claim by induction on 2n — (i +  j).  We first show that unn = 0. 
Since k > 2, [Hk, tty] =  0 for i + j  > 2n — 1. Therefore tty is upper triangular with 
equal diagonal entries for i + j  > 2n — 1. Since Hi  is upper triangular with equal 
diagonal entries,
0 =  [Hi, ttn_xin] =  2unn.
Hence unn =  0.
Next, we assume tty =  0 for i +  j  > I > n + 1. Since k > 2, \Hk, uXj] — 0 for 
i + j  > I — 2, hence tty is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries for i + j  > 1 — 2. 
Therefore 0 =  [# i, tti_„_2,n] =
Now for i + j  = I — 1,
0 =  [H i , t t j_ ij ]  =  2tty +  2ttj_jj4.i
hence tty =  ttj/j/ provided t +  j  = i' +  j '  = I — 1. But ui-n~i,n = 0, hence tty =  0 for 
i +  j  >  I — 1.
C laim , =  u^j/ for + j  = + j '  < n.
We prove our claim by induction on n —(i + j).  Since k > 2, from Claim 1 we see 
that for i + j  > n  — 1,
[H k, tty] =  2ttj+fcj +  2ttjj+fc — 0,
hence tty is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries for t +  j  > n — 1.
If i +  j  = n, then
0 — [Zfi,tij_ij] — d* 2tti_xj^_x.
Therefore tty =  for i + j  = i' + j '  = n.
Next we assume tty =  ttjij> for i +  j  =  i' +  /  >  I > 1. Since k > 2,
[i/j;,tiy] 2ui^.kj +  2uij+k =  0
for t+ j  > Z—2, hence tty is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries for i+ j > 1—2.
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Now for i + j  = I — 1, we have
0 — ij] — 2 Uij -F 2ui_xj-i-i-
Therefore =  w^y for i +  j  = i' + j '  > I — 1. 
Using the Claim, we see that
[Hk, Woo] — —2ufc0 +  2 u0fe — 0,
hence ■uoo is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries. This implies that all are 
upper triangular with equal diagonal entries, hence V\ is reducible as a t/o-module. 
Therefore V  is reducible as an Ln-module.
T heo rem  6.6.2. I fV  is a simple Ln-modules admitting a 2-dimensional weight space
or lowest weight module Li-module.
Proof. In view of Lemma 6.5.2 we may assume n > 2.
C laim . = 0 for i + j  > n + 1
For i > 2, Hi acts as a scalar. Suppose i + j  > n + 1. Without loss of generality 
we assume i > j ,  so i > 2 and
Claim , = Ui>j> for  3 < i + j  < i ' + j ' < n  and u2 o =  Uo2-
Since H 2, H 3 act as scalars, for any indices k, I such that k + l > 0 we have
□
V\ where H i acts as and Hk acts as akl for k = 2,..., n, then V  is a highest
0 [//,- W()j] 2Uij T 2Wotj+i — 2Uij.
0 =  [H2, Uki] = —2uk+2,i +  2wfci/+2 
0 =  [H3, Uki] =  —2uk+3,i +  2Ukti+3.
If k = I = 0, then the first equation gives us u02 = u2o- If 3 < i + j  < n, then
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using the equations we have the following equalities:
0 =  [H3, lii-t-j—3,o] =  — 2tii+j,0 +  “2Ui+j-3,3]
0 =  [H3, +  2Uj-)-j_4i4,
0 =  [H3 , —4] =  2U4ij4_j_4 +
0  =  [ i / 3 , U o , i + j - 3 ]  =  — 2 « 3 ii + j _ 3  +  2 U o ,j + j ;
0 =  [# 2> Ui+i-2,0] =  — 2uj+j,o +  2ui+J_2,2;
0 =  [H2 , iii+j-3,1] =  — 2«i+J-_iii +  2uj+j_3)3;
0 — [H2, Ul,i+j—3] =  2n 3)t4_j_3 +  2 l i i !j+ j _ i ,
0 =  [i?2) u0,i+j-2] — - 2u2,i+j-2 +  2ii(),i+j-
Combining these equalities we have
ui+j,0 ~  ui+j-3,3 ~  ui+j—1,1 =  • ■ • =  u 3 ,i+ j-3  =  uO,i+j-
Thus =  Ui>ji for 3 < i + j  < i! + j '  < n.
Claim . is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries provided i + j  > 2, and 
«io,uoi are upper triangular.
If i +  j  > 2, then by previous claim
[Hi,u^] =  2ut4_ij +  2uij+i =  0.
Since H 1 is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries and u y  commutes with it, 
u^  must be upper triangular with equal diagonal entries as well.
If we set uoi =  | ^ I , thenvr SJ
(
J* Q   P \  __
1 =  [Hi, U01] =  — 2uu  +  2uq2
is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries, thus r =  0. Similarly, u i0 is upper 
triangular.
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Claim . an = 0.
Since n > 2, we have that u0ri =  un0 is upper triangular with equal diagonal
( x V \ . Recall that uni = 0. Then we have
0 x j
0 =  [ t t o o ,  u „ i ]
=  Y 0X 0Y nX 1 -  Y jC ^ o X c  
= Y 0X 1X 0Y n - X 1Y 0Y nX Q 
=  woi(uno +  H n) — (ttoi +  H i)uno 
— uq\H  n H  iuno
(14)
( ax ay + x \  _  I anp anq \
0 ax J  y 0 ansJ
Then 0 =  ax — ax = an(p — s). If an ^  0, then p — s and uoi is upper triangular 
with equal diagonal entries. Using the equation 0 =  [uoo,«in] =  u0nH i — H nu w, we 
similarly have that ui0 is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries. Then if we set
uoo =  ( I , we have 
\ y  w J
( v w — t \  —„ I =  L-" i> “ ooj =  —2 u io  +  2 « o i-
0  - u  J
Since ui0 and u0i are upper triangular with equal diagonal entries, v — 0. Therefore 
uoo is upper triangular. Since all operators are upper triangular, V\ is reducible as 
a Uo-module. But V  is assumed to simple, so the reducibility of V\ as a Uo-module 
contradicts Lemma 6.2.2.Therefore an = 0.
C laim . Uin = uni = 0 for i = 0,..., n.
Notice that since Uin =  uni = 0 for i > 0 by a previous claim, we may restrict our 
attention to u0n — un0. Substituting an = 0 in Equation 14, we have
( ax x  4- ay \0 ax J
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But ax =  0 and x  +  ay =  0 implies x  =  0, so unQ = u0n
[«00>  Uon] —  ^ 0 n  H  0 H nUQQ “I” 2 U ()n  2 lXn 0  —  U 0 7 7 P 0  UqqH yi U()jiI I 0
hence
-y u  y ( t - w )
0 yu
Therefore yv =  0. If u =  0, «oo is upper triangular, hence the representation is 
reducible. Thus y =  0 and un0 = u0n = 0.
C laim . span{Xn,Y n, H n} C Ann V\.
If X nV\ t^ (0), then since uin =  Y {X n — 0 for * =  1 , n, we have U(Ln)X nV\ fl 
V\ — (0). Then U(Ln)X nV\ is a proper submodule of V, so V  is not simple. There­
fore X nV\ = (0), and similarly Y nV\ =  (0). From our claim, H nV\ = (anI)V \ = (0).
We now have =  0 for i , j  = n, so we may think of V  as an L„_i-module. If 
n — 1 > 2, we repeat our claims, substituting n — 1 for n. We eventually have
span{ X k, Y k, H k \ k = 2,..., n} C Ann Vx-
We may now view V\ as a f/o(Li)-module, hence V  is an Li-module. The result 
now follows from Theorem 6.5.2. □
M ain  T heorem . Let V  be a simple Ln-module with a 2-dimensional weight space. 
Then the -module L(V) created by Rao’s construction cannot contain a torsion 
free A ^  -submodule.
Proof. Let V  be a simple Ln-module with a 2-dimensional weight space V\. By 
Lemmas 6.4.1, 6.4.2, and 6.6.1, for an ordered basis of V\, H i must have a matrix
2, ...,n. By Theorem 6.6.2, V  may then be viewed as a highest or lowest Li-module 
with a 2-dimensional weight space. The result now follows from Corollary 6.5.3. □
and Hk must act by scalar multiplication for krepresentation given by
R em ark  6.6.3. With this result, we claim that all simple torsion free A ^  -modules 
admitting a 2-dimensional weight space may be constructed using the modified Chari- 
Pressley construction as in Example 4.2.
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7 Further Work
The material presented in this thesis regarding simple torsion free A^-modules admit­
ting an m-dimensional weight space focuses mainly on the cases n = 1 and m = 1, 2 . 
Nonetheless, we are able to conjecture some more general results.
C on jectu re . Let V  be a simple infinite dimensional torsion free An-module with a 
finite dimensional weight space and let 14,..., V* be simple finite dimensional An- 
modules. The only simple torsion free An  ̂-modules admitting an m-dimensional 
weight space are those modules L(V  ® 14 ® • • • ® 14) created using the modified Chari- 
Pressley construction.
For the case of arbitrary n and m =  1, this conjecture is true due to the main 
result in [BLZ], For the case n = l ,m  =  2, this conjecture is true due to the Main 
Theorem in Section 6. The case n = 1, m =  3 is also true by methods similar to that 
given in Section 6. However, the n = l ,m  — 3 case does not offer any more insight 
into the general case other than reaffirm the conjecture. It is apparent that a new 
approach is necessary to prove the conjecture for arbitrary n, m.
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